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Abstract 

This thesis explores the impact of Bangladesh's Right to Information (RTI) law and 

the RTI enforcing authority on corruption control.  The study focuses on whether the 

RTI law is sufficiently effective to empower people, ensure accountability and reduce 

corruption.  

The research adopted the qualitative approach and employed semi-structured 

interviews to gather empirical data. Primary data has been collected from the 

respondents with diverse perspectives, including information seekers (ordinary 

citizens and journalists), information providers (officials from several government 

agencies) and the Information Commission officials.  

The research demonstrated that the RTI law could be effectively used by citizens to 

gather information for various purposes, including public and private interests. The 

use of information in civil and criminal proceedings, writ petitions and investigative 

journalism indicates that the law is generally achieving its goal of empowering 

people. Empirical evidence also supports the conclusion that the RTI law provides 

safeguards for journalists. 

The research also confirms that the RTI law can ensure at least partial accountability 

of government agencies and officials. The findings show that the RTI law is generally 

powerful in identifying and addressing corruption. Identification of corruption is 

much more effective when detected and publicized by journalists, leading to 

criminal investigation by law enforcement bodies. As a particular law alone cannot 

control or reduce corruption, a holistic approach, harmonized with other policies, 

can effectively tackle corruption.  

Key words: Right to Information, freedom of information, access to information, 

people‟s empowerment, accountability, corruption, corruption control.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Bangladesh, a South Asian developing country, has been struggling with widespread 

corruption even though the legal framework related to anti-corruption is very strong. 

The Right to Information (RTI) law and the existence of the RTI oversight authority is 

considered one of the effective instruments in fighting corruption because it makes 

a government more open and accountable to its citizen (Peisakhin & Pinto, 2010; 

Kocaoglu et al., 2006). Bangladesh has adopted the RTI Act in 2009 and established 

an independent Information Commission (IC), the RTI oversight authority, on 1 July 

of the same year.  

In the preamble of the RTI Act, it has been recognized that the right to information 

is an inalienable part of freedom of thought, conscience and speech. It is also 

highlighted that this law has been enacted with a view to empower people. The 

Preamble of the law further explains that “if the right to information of the people is 

ensured, the transparency and accountability of all public, autonomous and 

statutory organizations and of other private institutions constituted or run by 

government or foreign financing shall increase, corruption of the same shall 

decrease and good governance of the same shall be established” (Right to 

Information Act, 2009). A number of Regulations and Rules regarding the RTI have 

been adopted following the enactment of the RTI Act. The RTI law and policy provide 

a clear guideline on obtaining information, the procedure to provide information by 

the designated officer of the public authorities, and the power and function of the 

RTI oversight body.  

Eleven years have passed since the enactment of the RTI law and the founding of the 

Information Commission. However, according to all the major global indices, 

Bangladesh is still a highly corrupt country. It appears that the RTI law did not 

improve the overall governance situation. The existence of widespread corruption 
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and poor governance in Bangladesh raises the question of whether the RTI regime 

effectively reduces corruption, and if yes, how and to what extent? Moreover, it is 

not certain whether the RTI law can empower people to exercise their right to 

information and establish accountability in the public sector. This research has 

investigated these questions and analyzed the factors and processes that can 

explain to what extent the RTI mechanism is helpful in empowering people, 

establishing accountability and fighting corruption in Bangladesh. 

1.2. Overview of corruption and anti-corruption in Bangladesh 

Corruption is widespread and deeply rooted in the society of Bangladesh. According 

to the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) by Transparency International, Bangladesh 

was consecutively the number one corrupt country in the global ranking from 2001 

to 2005. The number of countries in the CPI has grown. However, Bangladesh is still 

ranked 146th among 180 countries in 2020 (Transparency International, 2020) with 

a score of 26 out of 100, where 0 denotes the highest perception of corruption and 

100 the lowest. In its Bribery Risk Matrix, TRACE International has also identified 

Bangladesh as a high-risk country in terms of bribery threats, with a score of 72, 

securing 178
th

 position out of 200 surveyed countries and jurisdictions (TRACE 

International, 2019). In this Matrix, each country is ranked on a scale from 1 to 100, 

and a higher score indicates a higher risk of business bribery. The increased risk of 

bribery in Bangladesh is also supported by the National Household Survey, a 

research conducted by Transparency International Bangladesh, which demonstrates 

that among the surveyed households, 66.5% experienced one or another form of 

corruption (Transparency International Bangladesh, 2018). Freedom House (2020) 

categorizes Bangladesh as a partly free country. In the Human Development Report 

by UNDP (2019), Bangladesh finds itself 135
th

 among 189 countries. All these global 

indices suggest that Bangladesh has a serious governance problem and lacks 

transparency and accountability. 
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Although Bangladesh is struggling with prevalent corruption and weak governance, 

it has made moderate to good progress on different  economic and social 

development indicators, and the economy has been growing at between 5 and 7 

percent per annum since the 1990s (Khan, 2017). Research also shows that, in 

recent decades, Bangladesh has an impressive record of achievement in terms of 

economic growth though there are widely acknowledged and critical weaknesses in 

governance (Mahmud et al., 2008; World Bank, 2007). Despite rampant corruption, 

the development surprise has led to a discussion of the “Bangladesh paradox” (Khan, 

2017).  

While evidence shows that Bangladesh has a systemic governance failure, the legal 

framework and potential to control corruption are quite strong. In 2007, Bangladesh 

signed and ratified the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNODC, 

2020). Bangladesh adopted several laws that are aimed to reduce corruption and 

promote good governance. These include the Anti-corruption Commission Act, 

2004; the Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2012; the Public Procurement Act, 

2006; the Public‐interest Information Disclosure Act (Provide Protection), 2011; and 

the Right to Information Act, 2009. In 2009, Bangladesh established two separate 

organizations, the National Human Rights Commission and the Information 

Commission, to ensure and protect the rights of citizens (Rashid & Johara, 2018). 

Following the enactment of the stringent anti-corruption law (Anti-corruption 

Commission Act, 2004), Bangladesh established an independent Anti-Corruption 

Commission (ACC) to investigate and prosecute corruption. Furthermore, the 

dedicated Special Courts are put in place for speedy trials of corruption cases.  

The strong legal framework, as opposed to a considerably weak practice profile, 

suggests that despite the existence of reasonably sound laws, their implementation 

is largely inadequate and/or absent, and the culture of non-compliance generally 
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prevails (Aminuzzaman & Khair, 2014). Though the formal legislations potential to 

combat corruption is in place, the problem has been that Bangladesh has informal 

processes and power relationships that prevent the implementation of these laws 

(Khan, 2017). The weak rule of law and the lack of transparency have been reflected 

in the country‟s poor performance in most areas assessed by the governance 

indicators (Wickberg, 2012). 

1.3. Overview of the RTI initiative in Bangladesh 

The Right to Information Act was adopted in Bangladesh in 2009. The demand for 

such law came from various corners of the society like media professionals, human 

rights organizations, NGOs and civil society since a long time ago. The Press Council 

first articulated the demand for a law on the freedom of information in 1986 as a 

response to curtailment of press freedom under the dictatorial regime then ruling 

the country (Anam, 2019). The journalist community raised the demand for the 

freedom of opinion in 1980 as there was a restriction of press freedom under the 

dictatorial government (MRDI, 2013, p.20) (Bangladesh experienced military rule 

from 1975 to 1990). The democracy returned in 1991 after the end of the autocratic 

regime, and the right to information was again demanded by civil society and the 

journalist community.  

A draft Bill on the Right to Information Act was prepared by the Law Commission in 

2002; however, the draft was not developed in a participatory manner and was not 

shared among stakeholders (Sobhan, 2011). The Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF), 

a non-government organization, working to ensure human rights and governance, 

started to coordinate the law drafting, policy advocacy and awareness/capacity-

building efforts. Comprised of noted legal experts, the Law Drafting Core Group of 

MJF was set up in 2006 and tasked with preparing a draft RTI law (The Asia 

Foundation, 2014, p.3). The draft law was finalized after getting opinions from a 
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series of meetings in different cities and finally published on the website of the 

Ministry of Information to invite feedback from the people. In 2007, the military-

backed caretaker government, during the state of emergency, wished to enact the 

RTI as an ordinance, and in October 2008, the RTI ordinance was passed. After the 

end of the military-backed caretaker government and following the national election 

at the end of 2008, the RTI Forum started to lobby the newly elected government to 

pass the law. In the first session of the ninth parliament of Bangladesh, on 29 March 

2009, the RTI Act was approved and passed. Followed by the Act's enactment, the 

Ministry of Information passed the Right to Information Rules in 2009 to properly 

implement the Act.  

1.4. Research objective 

The main objective of this study is to explore the extent to which the RTI law can 

empower people, increase accountability, and impact corruption control in 

Bangladesh. The specific objectives of this study are: 

 Critically review the legal and institutional framework and analyze the scope 

and applicability concerning the RTI policies in Bangladesh 

 Provide an understanding of the extent to which the RTI policy can empower 

citizens 

 Find out whether the RTI law can increase accountability in public authorities 

 Determine whether the RTI law and the institutional frameworks impact 

corruption control. 

1.5. Research goals 

The primary goal of this research is to address the knowledge gap and understand 

the relationship between the RTI policy and corruption control, as there is little or no 

empirical evidence on this subject in Bangladesh. This research will generate 
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evidence and information, add value to the existing body of knowledge, eventually 

leading to policy interventions.  

Unlike many other laws, the RTI law is not designed to control people but to 

empower them to ensure their right to access to information. Therefore, this law has 

the potential to guarantee accountability in the public sector. Thus, the researcher 

was also motivated to find out whether the effective use of this law has any impact 

on corruption control and what measures need to be taken to make the RTI Act and 

the RTI oversight authority more effective in achieving their goals including reducing 

corruption.  

Finally, this research may contribute to preventing corruption by exploring the 

effective ways to use the RTI Act to achieve its objectives, including establishing 

accountability in government bodies and detecting public sector corruption. 

1.6. Research questions 

The study sought to understand the impact of the RTI law on corruption control in 

Bangladesh. Therefore, the study aims to investigate the following questions: 

Question 1:  Can the RTI Act empower citizens? If yes, how? 

Question 2: How effective is the RTI Act in establishing accountability? Can the 

government activities be scrutinized through the use of the RTI? 

Question 3: Does the RTI law have any impact on fighting corruption in 

Bangladesh? If so, why and how? 

Question 4:  How powerful is the RTI enforcement authority in implementing the RTI 

law, particularly in imposing sanctions for violations of the RTI Act? 
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Question 5:  What measures need to be taken to make the RTI Act and the RTI 

oversight authority more effective in achieving their goals, including 

reducing corruption?  

1.7. Hypotheses 

To find the answer to the research questions, the following hypotheses have been 

formulated: 

H
0

: The RTI Act and the RTI oversight authority are neutral/have no impact on 

controlling corruption. 

H
1

: The RTI Act and the RTI oversight authority have a positive effect on controlling 

corruption by empowering people and establishing accountability. 

H
2

: The RTI Act and the RTI oversight authority have a negative effect on controlling 

corruption by increasing its level. 
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2. International and national regulation of the RTI regime 

2.1. International instruments concerning the right to information  

There is a growing body of conventions, treaties, agreements, action plans, and 

statements that require state parties or signatories to various international 

agreements to adopt Right to Information law, especially in the area of anti-

corruption (Banisar, 2006, p.8; Article 19, 2012). Article 19 of both the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights (ICCPR) declare that everyone has the right to freedom of expression 

and the right to seek, receive and impart information (Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights 1948; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966). 

Article 10 of the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) requires 

each state party to adopt procedures that allow the general public to obtain 

information about the organization, functioning and decision making processes of 

its public administration as a means to prevent corruption (United Nations 

Convention against Corruption 2003). Article 13 of UNCAC also requires that state 

parties take appropriate measures to ensure that people have adequate access to 

information. 

Some regional organizations, like the African Union, the Council of Europe and the 

Organization of American States, advocate the right to access to information and 

require member countries to take all necessary measures to ensure that right. 

Article 9 of the African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption 

states that “each State Party shall adopt such legislative and other measures to give 

effect to the right of access to any information that is required to assist in the fight 

against corruption and related offences” (African Union Convention on Preventing 

and Combating Corruption 2003). Article 9 of the African Charter on Human and 

Peoples' Rights also acknowledges that every individual shall have the right to 

express his opinion and receive information (African Charter on Human and Peoples' 
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Rights 1981). The African Commission on Human and Peoples‟ Rights (ACHPR) 

adopted the Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression and Access to 

Information in Africa, which significantly expanded the obligation of the member 

states to develop legal framework and oversight mechanism, with regards to the 

right of access to information (Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression 

and Access to Information in Africa 2019). Principle 26 of the Declaration states that 

„the right of access to information shall be guaranteed by law‟ and „every person has 

the right to access information held by public bodies and relevant private bodies 

expeditiously and inexpensively‟.  

The Council of Europe, in its Parliamentary Assembly Recommendation 854 (1979) 

named ‘Access by the Public to Government Records and Freedom of Information’, 

recommends that the Committee of Ministers invite member states, which have not 

done so yet, to introduce a system for access to the government information and 

also establish the right to seek and receive information from government offices as 

it checks on corruption and waste of public funds (Council of Europe, 1979). In 

1981, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted 

Recommendation No. R(81)19 on Access to Information held by Public Authorities 

states that  „everyone within the jurisdiction of a member state shall have the right 

to obtain, on request, information held by the public authorities other than 

legislative bodies and judicial authorities‟ and this should apply to natural and legal 

persons (Council of Europe, 1981). 

The American Convention on Human Rights in its Article 13.1 states that  

“Everyone has the right to freedom of thought and expression. This right 

includes freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all 

kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing, in print, in the form of 

art, or through any other medium of one's choice” (American Convention on 

Human Rights 1969). 
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In October 2000, the Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression was 

approved by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. It ensures the right 

to access to information, among other rights and the Preamble states that 

“guaranteeing the right of access to information held by the State will ensure greater 

transparency and accountability of governmental activities and the strengthening of 

democratic institutions”. It also acknowledges the right and recognizes that access 

to information held by the state is a fundamental right of every individual, and 

states have an obligation to guarantee the entire exercise of this right (Declaration 

of Principles of Freedom of Expression 2000).  

Sweden was the first country in the world to adopt the Freedom of Information Act 

in 1766 (Banisar, 2006, p.141). It took nearly two centuries before the subsequent 

law was adopted by its neighbouring country Finland, in 1951 (Mendel, 2014, p.2). 

By 1995, there were only 19 countries, all western democracies, which adopted 

freedom of information laws (Ahsan, et al., 2020, p.7). However, at present, 128 

countries worldwide have adopted RTI law (Centre for Law and Democracy, 2020). 

Article 19, a human rights organization, has produced a set of international 

principles that set out standards for national and international regimes and affect 

the right to freedom of information. They are designed primarily for national 

legislation on access to official information (Article 19, 1999). It includes nine 

principles which provide that freedom of information legislation should be guided 

by the principle of maximum disclosure; public bodies should be under an 

obligation to publish key information; public bodies must actively promote open 

government; exceptions should be clearly and narrowly drawn and subject to strict 

“harm” and “public interest” tests; requests for information should be processed 

rapidly and fairly, and an independent review of any refusals should be available; 

individuals should not be deterred from making requests for information by 

excessive costs; meetings of public bodies should be open to the public; laws which 
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are inconsistent with the principle of maximum disclosure should be amended or 

repealed; and individuals who release information on wrongdoing – whistle blowers 

– must be protected. These Principles provide standards against which the domestic 

laws can be measured whether they permit access to the official information and are 

in line with the best international practice and standards.  

According to the Global Right to Information Rating by the Centre for Law and 

Democracy, Afghanistan's Access to Information Law is the strongest in the world 

(Centre for Law and Democracy, 2020). The Afghan law applies to all natural and 

legal persons (Access to Information Law 2018). It defined information broadly as 

“any type of documents and recorded or registered information including written, 

audio, visual, sample or model” (Access to Information Law 2018, s.3.1). The law 

comprehensively applies to almost all government agencies (Access to Information 

Law 2018, s.3.6). The exceptions made in the law are also consistent with the 

international standards. A Commission established under the law, which works as an 

oversight body, has a mandate and power to review classified documents and 

inspect public offices regarding complaint hearings (Access to Information Law 2018 

s.34.1). The Constitution of Afghanistan also recognizes the right to access to 

information as a fundamental right.  

Similarly, the Right to Information Act of India, adopted in 2005, has been 

considered one of the most advanced such laws in the world, and it remains seventh 

in the ranking even now (Centre for Law and Democracy, 2020). The law applies to 

only citizens but includes legal persons (The Right to Information Act 2005). 

Schedule 2 of the Indian law exempts intelligence and security organizations, as well 

as some research and economic entities (The Right to Information Act 2005). The 

oversight body, the Central Information Commission or the State Information 

Commission, has the necessary power and function to review and inspect 

documents (The Right to Information Act 2005, s. 18.3). The Indian legal framework 
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does not allow access to information held by private entities that perform a public 

function. It also provides a blanket exception to the various security and intelligence 

services (Centre for Law and Democracy, 2020). 

Almost all concerned global instruments have acknowledged the importance of 

adopting the Right to Information law. There are standard sets of principles that 

provide guidelines for domestic laws on the right to information. The RTI law has 

been adopted by many countries and some of them are advanced. Though many of 

the laws meet international standards, they need to be properly implemented and 

promoted.   

2.2. Information disclosure and national security 

Access to information is a complex right as, to some extent, it can be restricted 

legitimately on various grounds. The security-related constraint to access to 

information has been included in most of the RTI laws worldwide. The main reason 

for restricting access to information is a concern that some sensitive information if 

disclosed, could damage the nation‟s security. International conventions, 

agreements and national laws also have accepted legitimate restrictions on access to 

information, regarding intelligence, security plan and operation of a country. These 

restrictions are only applicable if the information related to state security services 

and operations are not associated with corruption or abuse of office. For example, 

Article 19(3) of ICCPR clearly states that for the protection of national security or of 

public order or of public health or morals, the right to information may be subject to 

a particular restriction only if it is necessary and as provided by law (International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966). Therefore, it appears that international 

instruments also accept some exceptions to the right of access, including national 

security, international relations, public health and safety, investigation and 

prosecution of legal wrongs etc. 
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However, a problem may arise because the concept of national security is so broad 

and imprecise that this provision can be used to hide the government‟s abuse, 

misuse of public funds, corruption and other wrongdoings (Coliver, 1998). To 

demarcate the scope of restriction of access to information on national security 

grounds, Article 19 convened a group of independent experts in freedom of speech 

and information to draft a set of standards. On 1 October 1995, Article 19 adopted 

a set of principles on National Security, Freedom of Expression and Access to 

Information known as the Johannesburg Principles (Mendel, 2003; Coliver, 1998). 

The UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, Mr. Abid 

Hussain, pursuant to the UN Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1993/45, 

recommended that the Commission endorse the Johannesburg Principles (Economic 

and Social Council, 1996). Principle 11 of Johannesburg Principles states that 

“Everyone has the right to obtain information from public authorities, 

including information relating to national security. No restriction on this right 

may be imposed on the ground of national security unless the government 

can demonstrate that the restriction is prescribed by law and is necessary in a 

democratic society to protect a legitimate national security interest” (Article 

19, 1995). 

With regards to national security and the right to freedom of speech and 

information, Principle 16 of the Johannesburg Principles also states that “no person 

may be subjected to any detriment on national security grounds for disclosing 

information that he or she learned by virtue of government service if the public 

interest in knowing the information outweighs the harm from disclosure” (Article 19, 

1995). A case on point is that of Constantin Bucur, an employee in the Romanian 

Intelligence Service, who was convicted of a criminal offence for revealing in a press 

conference the wiretapping intelligence program run by the government. Bucur was 

tried and sentenced for gathering and imparting secret information in the course of 

his duty, and in 1998, given a two-year suspended prison sentence. Later, the 

European Court of Human Rights ruled that the criminal conviction of Bukur was a 
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violation of freedom of expression under Article 10 of the European Convention of 

Human Rights (Bucur and Toma v. Romania, 2013). 

Though the Johannesburg Principles have made a remarkable contribution by 

defining the legitimate interplay between the right of access to information and 

national security, they failed to offer specific guidance on what particular 

information should legitimately be restricted in practice on national security 

grounds. For example, it is unclear whether and to what extent the military 

expenses should be publicly disclosed. Principal 12 of the Johannesburg Principles 

requires that countries must designate in law only those specific and narrow 

categories of information that are necessary to withhold in order to protect a 

legitimate national security interest. However, the Principles provide no guidance as 

to what these categories might look like (Mendel, 2003). 

The provision of legitimate restriction of access to information in RTI laws raises the 

question of which specific information should not be disclosed because of national 

security issues. Since much information of high interest to the public is being 

withheld on national security grounds, the 2013 Global Principles on National 

Security and the Right to Information, popularly known as the Tshwane Principles, 

developed by the Open Society Justice Initiative, attempt to set a balance between 

access to the government information and the national security (Open Society Justice 

Initiative, 2013b). The Tshwane Principles were endorsed by both the UN and the 

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Rapporteurs on 

Freedom of Expression, and they formed the basis for the Council of Europe‟s 

Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1954 (2013) (Kagiaros, 2015). Focusing on the 

restraining mechanism of RTI on national security grounds, Principle 3 of the 

Tshwane Principles states that restriction of the right to information may be 

imposed only under certain conditions: 
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“No restriction on the right to information on national security grounds may 

be imposed unless the government can demonstrate that: (1) the restriction 

(a) is prescribed by law and (b) is necessary in a democratic society (c) to 

protect a legitimate national security interest; and (2) the law provides for 

adequate safeguards against abuse, including prompt, full, accessible, and 

effective scrutiny of the validity of the restriction by an independent oversight 

authority and full review by the courts.” (Open Society Justice Initiative, 

2013a, p.14). 

Chapter 2 of the Tshwane Principles deals with information restriction and national 

security issues. Principle 9 specifically describes that the information about on-going 

defense plans; production, capabilities, or use of weapons systems and other 

military systems; measures to safeguard the territory of the state; operations, 

sources, and methods of intelligence services; national security matters that was 

supplied by a foreign state or inter-governmental body etc. can legitimately be 

withheld. 

It is clear that Principle 9 of the Tshwane Principles provides detailed guidelines and 

sets standards for balancing between the information restriction and national 

security and specifies which particular information on government authorities can be 

withheld on national security ground. These standards have minimized the debate 

on whether and how the restriction on information disclosure can be imposed on a 

national security issues.  

However, Principle 10 clarifies that no information related to serious human rights 

violations can be withheld under any circumstances. Therefore, countries should 

adopt provisions in local laws that explicitly describe that some classified 

information related to state security can be restricted if it is not associated with 

violation of human rights or corruption.   

It is evident from the above sources that even legitimate restrictions on access to 

information should not be enforced if the public interest outweighs the national 

security interest. Because of the national security exemption clauses in RTI laws, 

some public officials or public authorities can abuse citizens‟ right to information by 
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refusing to provide the information requested. On the other hand, if there is no 

exemption, in practice, national interest or security or development could be 

damaged by frivolous requests and disclosure of sensitive information.  

2.3. Key features of the Bangladesh RTI regime 

Bangladesh adopted the Right to Information Act on 6 April 2009. In the preamble 

of the RTI Act, Article 39  of the Constitution of Bangladesh has been referred to as 

the Constitutional mandate, and the RTI law acknowledges that „right to information 

is an inalienable part of freedom of thought, conscience and speech‟ (Right to 

Informaiton Act 2009). Referring to the Constitution again, the preamble of the RTI 

Act states that „it is necessary to ensure the right to information for the 

empowerment of the people‟. The preamble also states that the RTI will decrease 

corruption and increase transparency and accountability. Although the Constitution 

of Bangladesh does not categorically specify the right to information as a 

fundamental right, Article 39 of the Constitution acknowledges the freedom of 

thought and conscience, freedom of speech and expression, and freedom of the 

press as fundamental rights (The Constitution of the Peoples' Republic of 

Bangladesh 1972, a.39). General guarantees for the freedom of expression are 

interpreted as the right to information, and thus RTI finds adequate constitutional 

protection in Bangladesh. 

Among the 128 countries that adopted RTI laws, Bangladesh has been ranked 26 

from the top based on the strength of the legal framework for RTI in a country 

(Centre for Law and Democracy, 2020). Bangladesh scored 109 out of 150 points on 

seven different criteria and indicators. The score and ranking indicate that the legal 

RTI framework is overall strong in Bangladesh. 

The Right to Information Act of Bangladesh specifies that only a citizen can seek and 

demand information kept in public authorities. The authority shall, on-demand from 
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a citizen, be bound to provide him with the information (Right to Information Act 

2009, s.4). However, this provision deprives other natural persons who are not 

citizens of Bangladesh of the right to access to information. This restriction also 

denies legal persons like business entities and non-profit organizations, etc. The RTI 

Act contains a provision for overriding other laws which undermine the right of 

access to information. There are particular laws, for example, the Official Secrets 

Act, 1923 and the Government Servant (Conduct) Rules, 1979, which may impede 

providing information; however, those laws shall be superseded by the provisions of 

the RTI Act. 

The public bodies which are required to disclose information include all public, 

autonomous and statutory organizations and private organizations run on 

government or foreign funds, and any organization or institution that undertakes 

public functions (Right to Information Act 2009, s.2.b). The right to access to 

information includes making an inspection, having a copy or taking a note (Right to 

Information Act 2009, s.8.2). However, the information does not include note-sheets 

or copies of note-sheets (Right to Information Act 2009, s.2.f). According to the 

definition, audio-visual materials, electronic versions, certified copies of documents 

are all included as information.  

The law contains a list of exemptions, which cover mainly state security and 

sovereignty; foreign policy; secrets related to business or copyright; advance 

information related to income tax, budget or exchange rate; law enforcement; 

judicial process; private and personal information (Right to Information Act 2009, 

s.7).  

However, there is no such provision in the law that allows the information to be 

disclosed if the public interest in disclosure outweighs the harm of the protected 

interests. As the exemption provision and its interpretation is one of the major 
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reasons for denial of information, some countries have „public interest override‟ or 

„harm test‟ provision which allows disclosure of information if it is unlikely to cause 

any harm to any protected interest under the law (Bari & Naz, 2019). The Bangladesh 

RTI Act lacks such a provision. 

Empirical evidence also supports that the exemption clause is one of the significant 

barriers to getting information. Research finds (World Bank, 2020, p.52) that almost 

27% of requests are rejected because they are legally confidential. Seventeen 

complaints have been denied by the Information Commission in 2018 because the 

requested information falls under an exemption category (Information Commission, 

2019, p.106). 

Moreover, the right will not be applied to other organizations and institutions 

dealing with state security and intelligence (Right to Information Act 2009, s.32.1). 

Names of eight such organizations have been mentioned in the schedule and 

exempted from the law. These organizations are National Security Intelligence (NSI), 

Directorate General Forces Intelligence (DGFI), Defence Intelligence Units, Criminal 

Investigation Department (CID) of Bangladesh Police, Special Security Force (SSF), 

Intelligence Cell of the National Board of Revenue, Special Branch of Bangladesh 

Police, and Intelligence Cell of Rapid Action Battalion (RAB). Yet, the exception 

related to these eight organizations will not apply to such information about 

corruption and violation of human rights as there is a public interest override 

provision for them (Right to Information Act 2009, s.32.2).  

The law also requires that some information should be disclosed proactively by the 

authorities. This proactive disclosure includes any decision taken or activity 

executed or proposed (Right to Information Act 2009, s.6). 

In order to get information, any citizen, mentioning the name and address, can 

apply in writing or through electronic means to the DO (designated officer) of a 
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government organization, providing a clear description of the information so that 

the required information can easily be found and the description of the modes of 

how he wants to have the information, that is, making an inspection, having a copy, 

taking notes or any other approved method (Right to Information Act 2009, s.8). The 

DO may impose a reasonable fee for such information. However, the price will not 

exceed the actual expense for printing or photocopying (Right to Information Act 

2009, s.9.7). In consultation with the Information Commission, the Government may 

fix the price and fees for information by notifying the population through the official 

Gazette. It may exempt specific individuals or a class of individuals from paying this 

price (Right to Information Act 2009, s.8.5).  

All authorities must appoint a designated officer for each unit to provide information 

(Right to Information Act 2009, s.10). This unit includes head office, divisional 

office, regional office, district office or Upazila
1

 office of any department, directorate 

or office attached to or under any ministry, division or office of the Government 

(Right to Information Act 2009, s.2.d). As per the database of the IC, there are 

41,293 officials appointed as DOs in different authorities till the end of 2018, of 

which 34,393 are from public offices and 6,900 are from NGOs (Information 

Commission, 2019, p.27). 

Generally, an official among the existing employees of a unit serves as a DO in 

addition to his regular responsibilities. In most cases, the unit head is appointed as 

the DO. However, it is also found that in some cases, some lower-level officials are 

appointed as DOs. They do not have the appropriate authority and power to make 

official decisions and depend on higher-ranked officials.  

Upon receiving a request from any person, the DO must provide the information to 

the applicant within 20 working days from the date of receiving the request (Right to 

                                                           
1

 Upazila is an administrative region and a sub-unit of District in Bangladesh. 
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Information Act 2009, s.9.1). If more than one unit or authority is involved with the 

requested information, such information may be provided within 30 working days. 

The DO must inform the applicant within ten working days if he fails to provide the 

information sought. In case of failure or no response to provide the information by 

the DO as mentioned in the law, it shall be presumed that the request has been 

rejected (Right to Information Act 2009, s.9.5). However, if the requested 

information is related to the life and death, arrest and release from jail of a person, 

the information must be provided within 24 hours (Right to Information Act 2009, 

s.9.4). In case there is an administrative silence, it is presumed that the request has 

been rejected (Right to Information Act s.9.5). 

Comparing these provisions with other South Asian laws, it has been found that 

Bhutan‟s law allows 14 days to provide information, which is the lowest, whereas the 

Indian law takes 30 days- the highest time limit. Though the law of Bangladesh 

allows for 20 working days for providing information, it is nearly 30 calendar days 

considering the off days and weekends. The following table shows the information 

delivery timeline guaranteed by RTI laws of South Asian countries (Bhandari, 2017)  

Table 1: Information delivery timeline in South Asian countries 

Country Information delivery 

Bangladesh 20 working days 

Bhutan 14 days 

India 30 days 

Maldives 21 days 

Nepal 15 days 

Pakistan 21 days 

 

Any person who fails to receive information as specified in the law may appeal to the 

appellate authority (Right to Information Act 2009, s.24.1). Within 15 days of appeal, 

the appellate authority may direct the DO to provide the requested information or 

dismiss the appeal (Right to Information Act 2009, s.24.3). If any person is 

aggrieved by the decision of the appellate authority, he may lodge a complaint with 
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the Information Commission (IC) established under the provision of this law (Right 

to Information Act 2009, s.25). Information Commission, on receipt of such 

complaint, shall direct the authority or, as the case may be, the DO to provide the 

requested information in a specific manner or reject the complaint.  

Overall, it appears that if a person needs to go to the IC for information, it takes a 

very long time. Though the time allocated for the IC to dispose of a complaint is 75 

days, according to the result of a survey conducted by the World Bank (2020, p.46), 

it has been found that 38.2% of complaints took more than 75 days to dispose of. 

Almost 25% of applications needed more than one hearing. This creates additional 

problems for information seekers, including travel from a remote place and long 

waiting. 

The RTI law of Bangladesh adopts an expansive classification of information, which 

includes both information and documents/records. The procedures are clearly 

mentioned, and there is a timeline to provide information, appeal and disposal of 

disputes. Though the requesters need to apply to the authority, they do not need to 

mention their reason for the request. 

Comparing the Right to Information Act of Bangladesh with the laws of India and 

Afghanistan, it is evident that the law of Bangladesh falls short in terms of its scope. 

The analysis of the scope of the law makes it apparent that legal persons and 

natural persons who are not citizens of Bangladesh cannot exercise the rights 

specified in the RTI law. In contrast, the law of Afghanistan allows both natural and 

legal persons, and the law of India permits citizens and legal persons to request 

information. The law of Bangladesh applies to both public and private bodies that 

run on government or foreign funds; however, the law of India applies only to public 

authorities.  
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2.4. Information Commission - the RTI authority of Bangladesh 

Under the RTI law (Right to Information Act 2009, s.11), an independent Information 

Commission (IC) was established on 1 July 2009 by the Government of Bangladesh. 

The Commission consists of the Chief Information Commissioner and two other 

Commissioners; at least one of them is a woman (Right to Information Act 2009, 

s.12). A Selection Committee consisting of five members recommends two 

candidates to the President, for each vacant post of a Commissioner (Right to 

Information Act 2009, s.14.4). The five members in the selection committee include 

a judge of the Appellate Division, nominated by the Chief Justice, who is also 

Chairman of the committee; the Cabinet Secretary of the Government; one member 

from the ruling party and one member from the opposition, nominated by the 

Speaker while the parliament is in session; and one representative nominated by the 

Government from the journalism profession holding a post equivalent to the editor 

or a prominent member of the society related to mass communication (Right to 

Information Act 2009, s.14.1). The President, on the recommendation of the 

selection committee, appoints the Chief Information Commissioner and other 

Information Commissioners (Right to Information Act 2009, s.15.1). Their terms and 

tenure of the service are well protected by the law, and they will not be removed 

from the office except in the like manner and on the like grounds as a Judge of the 

Supreme Court (Right to Information Act 2009, s.16.1). The protection of the service 

of the Commissioners is given by law so that they can discharge their duty 

independently and without any intervention from the government. The Chief 

Information Commissioner or other Information Commissioner will hold office for 5 

years from the date of appointment or till the attainment of the age of 67, whichever 

is earlier (Right to Information Act 2009, s.15.3). 

The main function of the IC is to receive, inquire into and dispose of the complaints 

with regards to refusal to provide information, non-appointment of the designated 
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officer, administrative silence, unreasonable fee, incomplete or misleading 

information, and other violations of the RTI law (Right to Information Act 2009, 

s.13.1). All authorities must inform the IC of the name, designation, address, email 

of the designated officers appointed under this law (Right to Information Act 2009, 

s.10.4).  

The IC may conduct an inquiry on its own or upon a complaint regarding the dispute 

raised (Right to Information Act 2009, s.13.2). In protecting and ensuring the right 

to information, the IC may exercise the powers and functions of the Civil Court 

under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, of Bangladesh. The IC may issue summons 

to enforce the attendance of persons, and compel them to give oral or written 

evidence on oath and to produce the document, to examine and inspect 

information, receive evidence on affidavit, bring in any information from any office, 

and issue summons for witnesses or documents (Right to Information Act 2009, 

s.13.3).  

The IC has strong oversight powers to ensure the observance of the principles of the 

RTI law and is charged with issuing directives for preservation, management, 

publication, publicity of, and access to information by authority; prescribing the 

procedure for applying for information from the authority; formulating guidelines 

and directives as to preservation and implementation of the right to information of 

the citizens; identifying impediments against the implementation of the right to 

information; conducting research; advising the government to ratify or sign 

international instrument on the right to information; promoting awareness (Right to 

Information Act 2009, s.13.5). A fine can be imposed on officials who refused any 

request for information or an appeal without assigning any reason; failed to provide 

information to the applicant or make a decision within the time frame determined by 

the Act; refused to receive a request or an appeal with mala fide intention; provided 

wrong, incomplete, confusing, distorted information; created impediments in 
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receiving information (Right to Information Act 2009, s.27.1). In addition to 

imposing a fine, if it is found that the DO created impediments in getting 

information by any citizen, the IC may recommend the concerned authority to take 

departmental action against the officer, treating his act as misconduct, and may 

request the authority to inform the IC about the action taken last in respect of this 

matter (Right to Information Act 2009, s.27.3). If any fine or compensation payable 

under this Act is not paid, it may be recoverable from the concerned officer through 

such procedures as are applicable for the recovery of land revenue in accordance 

with the provisions of the Public Demands Recovery Act, 1913 (Right to Information 

Act 2009, s.27.4). 

Overall, the members of the oversight body, the IC, have the necessary powers to 

inspect the public authorities.  The members of the IC are appointed independently 

and protected against political interference. The IC of Bangladesh is well 

empowered, and the legal provisions in this regard are robust.   

This is a brief overview of the RTI law of Bangladesh, and the structure and 

functioning of the Information Commission established under the law. Detailed 

analysis of the implementation of the RTI regime has been presented in Chapter 6.   
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3. Literature review 

There are different approaches and thoughts to study corruption. The Rational 

Choice Theory, one of the dominant approaches in studying corruption, assumes 

that human behaviour results from an individual‟s decision and self-interested 

preferences. An individual's final goal is utility maximization, and the individual will 

always try to achieve those goals that satisfy and make them happy. People have 

their strategies, and they calculate the cost-benefit of their preferences among the 

available alternatives. Thus, people allow themselves to decide on the choice that is 

always better off (Elster, 1989; Hall & Tylor, 1996). 

Under the Rational Choice Theory, corruption has been regarded as a Principal-Agent 

Problem. This problem occurs when one person (agent) has motivation to make 

decisions for his own benefit, which is opposing their principal. The Principal 

(government) appoints the agent (official) to achieve a certain goal but the agent 

acts for his benefit rather than in the interest of the principal. The individuals are 

rational actors, and agents possess more information than their principal because of 

asymmetric information. Moreover, as agents cannot be fully monitored and 

controlled by the principal, it creates opportunities for corruption. Instead of 

pursuing the interest of the principal, the agents act in their private interest (Rose-

Ackerman, 1978; Klitgaard, 1988; Bardhan, 1997; Ross, 1973). 

Klitgaard (1988) explains the essential ingredients of corruption in a formula where 

“corruption = monopoly + discretion - accountability”. The government official as a 

rational individual has entrusted powers that can be abused for private gain. In 

order to control corruption, it is widely suggested to reduce monopoly and 

discretion and increase accountability. The RTI law strikes both monopoly and 

discretion, and it increases accountability. However, in suggesting policy initiatives 
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to reduce opportunities for corruption, Klitgaard does not propose Access to 

Information policy or law as a means to create accountability.  

Islam (2006) finds that the existence of the Freedom of Information Act increases 

transparency and eventually reduces corruption. As transparent government 

performs better in the overall governance situation, the Access to Information is 

positively correlated with quality of governance and corruption control. 

Based on the analysis of resources-rich developing countries, Kolstad & Wiig (2009) 

present the relationship between transparency and corruption. They argue that 

transparency and Access to Information can affect corruption in many ways. 

Bureaucratic and political corruption can be reduced through transparency, making 

politicians and government officials more accountable. However, they also argue 

that transparency can affect corruption only under certain conditions, and it should 

be harmonized with other types of reform. Lindstedt & Naurin (2006) examined 

cross-country data and determined that making information available to the public 

by itself will not reduce corruption if the other conditions, like accountability, press 

freedom and fair elections, are weak. They also suggested that reform aimed at 

increasing transparency should be accompanied by the mechanism of citizen‟s 

empowerment.  

Some other researchers (Puddephatt, 2004; Agrawal, 2012) also find that Right to 

Information law can effectively fight corruption. Surie (2011) describes how the RTI 

Act has empowered people and been used by the citizens in India to make the 

government more accountable. Summarizing data from 168 countries, Davis & 

Tandoc (2013) state that by effectively implementing Freedom of Information Law, 

corruption can be reduced and quality of life can be improved. They also argue that 

a country with a Freedom of Information Law for a longer time experienced a lower 

level of perceived corruption.  
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Cordis & Warren (2014) illustrate that strengthening the Freedom of Information Act 

reduces corruption and increases the probability of detecting corrupt acts. 

Lambsdorff (2007) argues that the potential of transparency in reducing corruption 

is immense, and the Freedom of Information in administration can lower the 

arbitrariness necessary for corrupt transactions. It has also been argued by Mungiu-

Pippidi (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013) that a Freedom of Information Law is a powerful tool 

to fight corruption. 

At the same time, some researchers find the opposite or no relationship between the 

RTI law and corruption control. Relly (2012), in his study, finds that the presence of 

Access to Information Law has no influence or impact on corruption. Escaleras, et al. 

(2010) analysed annual data from 1984 to 2003 on 128 countries and concluded 

that there is no significant relationship between implementation of the Freedom of 

Information Act and corruption. They further state that the Freedom of Information 

Act in developing countries is strongly related to increasing rather than the falling 

level of corruption. Therefore, they suggest that the Freedom of Information Law 

should not be considered a solution for the corruption problem in the public sector. 

Costa (2012) also focuses on whether enacting Freedom of Information Law reduces 

corruption. Based on quantitative data, she states that the problem of corruption has 

always been linked to a question of accountability. However, using the International 

Country Risk Guide (ICRG) corruption index by Political Risk Services and 

Transparency International‟s Corruption Perceptions Index as indicators, her study 

finds that countries that adopted a Freedom of Information Law experienced an 

increased level of corruption in both indicators. Dokeniya (2013) argues that the 

Access to Information Law may lead to a higher perception of corruption. More 

corruption could be in the public space because of the use of RTI law, and thus, the 

perception of corruption may increase. 
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In contrast with the theory that transparency prevents corruption, Bac (2001) argues 

that transparency may also be linked with a connection for corruption. Bac further 

explains that though transparency deters corruption, it reveals the information on 

decision-making process to the public and thus enhances the chances to establish a 

connection with the key decision-makers, which may increase corruption. 

Connection with the key decision-makers can be used to get favours or services in 

exchange for a bribe or gift.  

Nonetheless, most of the researches find the correlation, not the causation, that the 

RTI law is associated with growing levels of corruption. Therefore, the increasing 

level of corruption could result from some other factors and not necessarily the 

adoption of RTI law as the sole reason. 

Some numerous writings and theories show the relationship between RTI law and 

corruption control (Darbishire, 2006, p.5; Peisakhin & Pinto, 2010; Martini, 2014, 

p.2). It is assumed that the existence of an RTI law empowers people. Moreover, 

almost all researchers suggest that transparency and accountability reduce 

corruption. 

However, there is little specific empirical evidence on the impact of Access to 

Information Law and the control of corruption. Most of the existing studies have 

highlighted the correlation between the RTI Act and accountability. However, no 

focus has been given to the actual causation of why (or not) an RTI impacts 

controlling corruption. Most research is also silent as to whether an RTI Act alone 

can lead to a lower level of corruption or some other factors through which the RTI 

Act can effectively be implemented and corruption reduced.  

Finally, no significant empirical study has been conducted in Bangladesh to date to 

determine whether the RTI Act is effective in establishing accountability and 
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controlling corruption. This research aims at conducting an empirical investigation 

to better understand the research problem in the context of Bangladesh.  
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4. Conceptual framework 

4.1. Corruption 

The definition of corruption may differ in the way, and from the perspective, it is 

viewed. Therefore, the literature on corruption is also diversified. Economics, 

political science, sociology and legal sources conceptualize corruption in their 

context. 

The World Bank defines corruption as „the abuse of public office for private gain‟ 

(World Bank, 1997). The problem with the World Bank definition is that it may be 

misleading as it focuses only on the public sector, but corruption can take place in 

the non-public sector too. The line between private and public is also grey. For 

example, there are State-Owned Enterprises that do business like private 

organizations and at the same time exercise some of the state powers. 

The widely accepted definition of corruption by Transparency International (TI) is 

„the abuse of entrusted power for private gain‟ (Transparency International, 2009). 

Though the TI definition is widely used in corruption studies, it is also not without 

controversy. The terms „abuse‟ and „entrusted‟ are ambiguous, and, to some extent, 

the origin and legitimacy of power are contested. It does not clearly explain of who 

entrusted whom with which power relationship and what happens if there is a power 

grab or the endowed power is not legitimate. 

The UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) views corruption in a 

comprehensive way and addresses it from both a preventive and punitive 

perspective. Though the UNCAC is an international convention, corruption remains 

undefined in this treaty (Hechler, 2017). Instead, the UNCAC provides globally 

agreed concepts of corruption and defines some specific acts that should be 

criminalized in domestic laws of the member states. The following offences are 

considered corruption in the UNCAC: 
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 Bribery of national public officials, foreign public officials and officials of 

public international organizations and bribery in the private sector (Articles 

15, 16, 21) 

 Embezzlement of property in both public and private sector (Articles 17, 22) 

 Trading in influence (Article 18) 

 Abuse of functions (Article 19) 

 Illicit enrichment (Article 20) 

 Laundering of proceeds of crime (Article 23) 

 Concealment of property, knowing that such property is the result of any of 

the offences established in accordance with UNCAC (Article 24) 

 Obstruction of justice (Article 25) 

Some sources categorize corruption into „grand‟, „petty‟ and „political‟. However, 

this thesis does not differentiate among these classifications of corruption. 

Corruption discussed in this research refers to the legal definition provided in the 

Anti-Corruption Commission Act, 2004 of Bangladesh. Under this Act, the following 

offences have been termed corruption (Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2004): 

 Bribery 

 Criminal breach of trust by a public servant  

 Abuse of position for pecuniary advantages 

 Misappropriation 

 Fraud and forgery related to public property or fraud and forgery committed 

by the public servant while discharging an official duty 

 Illicit enrichment 

 Money laundering induced by bribery and corruption. 

This law has not criminalised private sector corruption and corruption of foreign 

public officials. Therefore, only public sector corruption and the offences listed in 

the Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2004 of Bangladesh are considered as 

corruption in this study. 
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4.2. People's empowerment 

Empowerment is a very complex concept and difficult to define. As a multi-faceted 

concept, the nature of empowerment implies that it is not quantifiable and 

measurable (Oxaal & Baden, 1997, p.20). Therefore, the meaning of empowerment 

is very context-specific. However, people‟s empowerment in the development 

discourse usually refers to the capacity and ability to control one‟s life and claim 

rights. Empowerment is a process by which people gain control over their lives, 

democratic participation in the life of their community and a critical understanding 

of their environment (Perkins & Zimmerman, 1995, p.570). Empowerment processes 

equip and enable people who lack specific resources and can assume greater access 

to and control over them (Cavalieri & Almeida, 2018, pp.177-78).  

Narayan (2002, p.18) argues that four elements can make an empowerment effort 

successful. These elements include access to information, participation, 

accountability and local organizational capacity. Many development agencies define 

empowerment in different ways. For instance, the Swiss Agency for Development 

and Cooperation (SIDA) conceptualize empowerment as an emancipation process in 

which the marginalized can obtain access to resources, exercise their rights and 

participate actively in decision-making process (SDC, 2004, p.19). Alsop, et al. 

(2006, p.10) define empowerment as an individual‟s or group‟s capacity to make 

choices and transform those choices into preferred actions and outcomes. They 

further state that this capacity is influenced by the dynamic and iterative relationship 

between agency and structure.  

It has been argued by Khwaja (2005, pp.273-74) that information and influence are 

two components of empowerment. Information includes both the provision of 

information and access to information. As the access to information mechanism 

provides information from organization to agent, it helps the agent to make a more 
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informed decision. The other component, influence, is also crucial in the 

empowerment process. If the agent has the ability to influence the decision and if 

they know about this ability, they will be better empowered. Luttrell, et al. (2009, 

p.1) mentioned four dimensions of empowerment- economic, human and social, 

political, and cultural. An individual is supposed to be empowered when he is 

capable of maximizing his opportunities without any constrain (Rowlands, 1997, 

p.13).  

Luttrell & Quiroz (2007) establish a link between the human righ-based approach 

and empowerment and argue that the empowerment process focuses strongly on 

making public institutions accountable to citizens. Civil and political rights empower 

people to claim socio-economic rights and demand accountability. Another similar 

concept, legal empowerment, has been defined by Golub (2020, p.3) as the use of 

law and rights to increase control over lives. Green & King (2013) discuss the four 

main approaches to empowering people. These are economic, social policy, good 

governance, and empowerment from below. They further argue that the state can be 

a facilitator of empowerment and all government policies, to some extent, affect 

empowerment, but a practical empowerment approach should involve active civil 

society, committed public officials and an enforcement mechanism that guarantees 

the initiatives. 

The definition and concept of empowerment may differ because of the particular 

situation as well as the ideological framework, i.e. poverty reduction or feminist 

approach. This research considers the acknowledgement of rights established in the 

RTI law, the institutional arrangements to implement the law and the enforcement 

mechanism to ensure the rights as an empowerment process. According to the 

provision of the RTI law, every citizen has the right to access information. As 

individuals are entitled to access the information, the enhanced informational 

capabilities may increase the control over the decision of life. As a result, 
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information can contribute to the empowerment process. The impact of the RTI Act 

on a person‟s life depends on whether or not people can make effective use of it to 

reach their personal goals. Partial or misleading information cannot fulfil 

information literacy. Thus, the enhanced information literacy and the enhanced 

capacity to process and use information are the indicators of the empowering 

process. 

Therefore, empowerment in this research refers mainly to the ability and capacity to 

claim right by applying the RTI law, to get a remedy from the oversight authority if 

the right is violated, to what extent the information seekers use and process the 

information they receive.  

4.3. Accountability 

The definition of accountability is not explicit. Schedler (1999, p.13) states that 

“accountability represents an unexplored concept whose meaning remains evasive, 

whose boundaries are fuzzy, and whose internal structure is confusing”. Terming 

accountability a complex and chameleon-like concept, Mulgan (2000) argues that 

accountability has been extended in various directions beyond the core sense, which 

is called for account for one‟s action. Basically, the scope and meaning of the 

concept of accountability may differ because of its context and direction, 

particularly, the fact of who is accountable to whom under which condition.  

According to Bovens (2006, p.9), accountability is “a relationship between an actor 

and a forum in which the actor has an obligation to explain and to justify his or her 

conduct, the forum can pose questions and pass judgment, and the actor may face 

the consequences”. Therefore, accountability has two main aspects: answerability 

and sanction (Zúñiga, 2018). “Answerability” refers to the agent's duty to explain his 

decision and actions, whereas the “sanction” implies the power to punish for 

misconduct. Fox (2007) distinguishes two fundamental dimensions of 
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accountability. “Answerability” is the „soft face‟, while “answerability” together with 

the possibility of a sanction is the „hard face‟ of accountability.  

Moreover, accountability can be downwards, which refers to the answerability of 

higher rank officials to a lower level or upwards, which refers to the answerability of 

lower ranks to a higher-level authority (UNDP, 2010, p.9). An election is a crucial 

mechanism for vertical accountability by which citizens can hold the legislative 

accountable periodically. There is also horizontal accountability which refers to the 

oversight mechanism by the institutions of the state to maintain checks and 

balances (UNDP, 2012, p.11). Horizontal accountability includes the ability of the 

legislative to make the executive accountable or the oversight mechanism like 

independent judiciary or ombudsmen. 

Traditional bureaucracy primarily depends on upwards accountability because the 

senior decision-makers control service delivery through a hierarchical administrative 

structure. In contrast, the New Public Management (NPM) reforms exercise 

accountability horizontally (Murphy et al., 2017). However, the aspiration of the 

accountability principle, to hold the agent accountable, confronts many challenges, 

including limited access to information and means of communication, inconsistency 

in managing information by the service providers (Schouten, 2011, p.2), the capacity 

and education of the citizen to assess and evaluate the performance of government, 

and the low level of citizens‟ engagement (Zúñiga, 2018, p.4). A social audit is also 

an accountability mechanism where citizens organize and mobilize to evaluate or 

audit the government‟s performance and policy decisions (Berthin, 2011).  

This study refers to accountability as the downwards direction, which implies that 

the government office, public officials and politicians are accountable to the citizen. 

Regarding the features of accountability, this research also specifies both the 

obligation of answerability and the sanction mechanism. Accordingly, empirical 
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evidence has been collected from the respondents, who applied the RTI law to 

investigate the research questions, to explore whether their actions were intended 

to hold the public officials accountable.  

4.4. Right to information 

Regarding the right to information, there are very similar principles in the RTI laws 

across the world. Darbishire (2015) identifies the core elements of the RTI law: the 

right should be exercised by all persons, it should apply to all public bodies, the 

requests should be answered as early as possible, exceptions should be limited and 

should not harm the public interest, and there should be oversight by an 

independent body. The general concept of the RTI is the ability to request and ask 

for information produced and held by the government, with some exceptions as 

specified in the law, and an independent or oversight body for dispute resolution 

(Fumega, 2015, p.6). The right to information mechanism allows the public to 

access to information from a public institution. It also incorporates provisions on 

proactive disclosure, clearly establishing a legal obligation of public authorities not 

only to respond to requests but also to “push out” information (Darbishire, 2010, 

p.15) 

Considering the different aspects of the RTI, the definition of information should be 

made clear to explain the concept. The United Nations Human Rights Committee 

opines that “information includes records held by a public body, regardless of the 

form in which the information is stored, its source and the date of production” 

(United Nations, 2011). Article 1.2.b of the Council of Europe Convention on Access 

to Official Documents defines official documents as “all information recorded in any 

form, drawn up or received and held by public authorities” (Council of Europe, 

2009). 
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This research adopts the concept of the right to information as specified in the law 

of Bangladesh (Right to Informaiton Act 2009). The RTI law of Bangladesh clearly 

states that the right will be exercised by every citizen and the rights include, with 

some exceptions listed in the law, both proactive disclosure by the authority and 

disclosure on request.  

The meaning of the authority in this study is the same as described in the law. 

Therefore, “authority” is 

“(i) any organization constituted in accordance with the Constitution of the 

People‟s Republic of Bangladesh;  

(ii) any ministry, division or office established under the Rules of Business 

made under article 55(6) of the Constitution of the People‟s Republic of 

Bangladesh; 

(iii) any statutory body or institution established by or under any Act; 

(iv) any private organization or institution run by government financing or 

with aid in grant from the government fund; 

(v) any private organization or institution run by foreign aid in grant; 

(vi) any organization or institution that undertakes public functions in 

accordance with any contract made on behalf of the Government or made 

with any public organization or institution; or 

(vii) any organization or institution as may be notified in the official Gazette 

from time to time by the Government” (Right to Informaiton Act 2009) 

The definition of information in this thesis has been adopted from the law.  

According to the RTI law of Bangladesh, “information” is 

“any memo, book, design, map, contract, data, log book, order, notification, 

document, sample, letter, report, accounts, project proposal, photograph, 

audio, video, drawing, painting, film, any instrument done through electronic 

process, machine readable record, and any other documentary material 

regardless of its physical form or characteristics, and any copy thereof in 

relation to the constitution, structure and official activities of any authority” 

(Right to Informaiton Act 2009).  

Though there are other similar terms like „Access to Information‟, „Freedom of 

Information‟, and „Right to Know‟, this thesis refers to the same meaning for all of 

them as the concept RTI. 
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4.5. Relationship among the concepts 

The RTI law is a tool that can be exercised by anybody. The legal regime related to 

the RTI is very important to evaluate its impact on controlling corruption. Hence, all 

the laws, rules, regulations, circulars, etc., that establish the right to access 

information have been considered the legal framework for the RTI. The government 

also provides institutional arrangements to implement the RTI effectively. These 

institutional arrangements include the RTI oversight authority- the Information 

Commission, the designated officers (DO) in every government office to provide 

information to applicants, NGOs and civil society. There is also a mechanism for 

imposing fines and a recommendation to take departmental action by the 

Information Commission if the designated responsible officer violates provisions of 

the law or there is an unlawful denial of information. Therefore, this sanction and 

punishment mechanism has been considered as an enforcement process to ensure 

the right as defined in the law. 

It has been assumed in this study that accountability and peoples‟ empowerment 

have been interlinked with one another. The sanctioning mechanism by the 

Information Commission empowers people because it ensures punishment for those 

officials who violate the RTI law and refuse to supply information to the applicant. In 

addition to that, as citizens can examine government activities and the information 

goes in the top-down direction, the RTI law increases accountability and empowers 

people. It has also been assumed that effective use of the RTI law increases the 

chance of detecting corrupt practices. Thus, accountability, people‟s empowerment 

and the probability of detecting corrupt incidents may impact controlling corruption.  

The following chart shows the relationship among the concepts within the 

framework: 
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Figure 1: Relationship among concepts 
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5. Research methodology 

5.1. Research design 

This thesis has mostly employed the deductive approach. As the researcher had a 

research problem and hypotheses, the deductive approach is most appropriate to 

test and confirm the theory. However, the inductive approach has also been 

considered to come up with conclusions based on the collected data.  

From the epistemological consideration, this research has adopted the interpretivist 

approach, since the interpretivism paradigm views the subject matter of the social 

science- people and their institutions- fundamentally different from that of the 

natural science (Bryman, 2012, p.28). In contrast to the paradigm positivism, the 

interpretivists argue that the study of social science requires different procedures 

and logic as the social world and its social interaction is more complicated than the 

natural world. Therefore, the qualitative approach usually emphasizes words rather 

than quantification in the collection and analysis of data and has rejected the 

practices and norms of the natural scientific model and positivism in particular in 

preference for an emphasis on how individuals interpret their social world (Bryman, 

2012, p.36).  

This research sought to find the causal relationship between the RTI law and 

corruption control. Thus, this study is fundamentally qualitative in nature. However, 

a quantitative approach has also been applied to a limited extent to analyze the 

figures and status related to the implementation of the RTI law. 

5.2. Sources of information 

To examine the impact of the RTI law on corruption control, data and information 

has been collected from both primary and secondary sources. Empirical evidence 

from both sources has been reviewed and analyzed to answer the research 

questions.  
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5.2.1. Primary sources 

Primary information has been gathered from the people who have applied and 

exercised the right under the RTI law to get information. This includes both citizens 

and journalists.  

In addition to the information seekers, empirical evidence has been gathered from 

the officials of the public authorities who are also the responsible designated 

officers to provide information to the applicants.  

Primary data has also been collected from the officials of the Information 

Commission, the RTI authority responsible for dispute resolution and 

implementation of the RTI law.  

5.2.2. Secondary sources 

Secondary data has also been collected for analysis. These include the RTI law, rules 

and regulation of Bangladesh, annual reports published by the Information 

Commission, publications by NGOs that work in RTI law, articles and news published 

by investigative journalists, and research and field reports published by research 

organizations and international organizations. 

5.3. Data collection method 

To capture the fact and empirical data, the interview method has been applied. 

Secondary data has been reviewed from two different sources. Firstly, relevant laws, 

rules, legal and institutional frameworks related to the RTI regime of Bangladesh 

have been analyzed. Secondly, relevant documents and publications have also been 

reviewed and analyzed. 

5.3.1. Interviews 

The impacts of the RTI law and its effectiveness on the control of corruption have 

been explored through semi-structured interviews. This research intended to 
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capture empirical data from three different categories of respondents. Firstly, 

respondents from the demand side, citizens and journalists who have already 

applied the RTI law and filed complaints to get information. Secondly, respondents 

from the supply side, the designated officers of the public authorities who are also 

responsible for providing information to the applicant under the RTI law.  Finally, 

interviewees from the dispute resolution side, the officials of the Information 

Commission. Therefore, three different types of the questionnaire have been 

developed for three groups of respondents (see Appendixes 1-3). The overall length 

of each interview was 40 to 50 minutes.  

Initially, the plan was to conduct face-to-face interviews with the respondents. 

However, telephone interviews have been conducted instead because of the COVID-

19 pandemic situation in Bangladesh. In order to ensure the quality of data and 

remove ambiguity, follow-up telephone calls have been made where needed. Though 

semi-structured questionnaires have been designed, they have not been rigidly 

followed throughout the interviews. This technique allowed interviewees to provide 

more information and created a flexible environment to collect empirical data.  

5.3.2. Review of the RTI law and policies 

The RTI law, rules and policies have been reviewed and corroborated with other 

information. The purpose was to examine whether there are any obstacles to 

implementing the law and whether any factors can create barriers to achieving the 

highest benefit from the RTI.  

5.3.3. Document analysis 

Documents have been gathered and corroborated with other information, mainly 

from the annual reports of the Information Commission, field reports and case 

studies, research papers published by NGOs and international organizations, 

government reports, and official documents. Regarding the disclosure of corruption, 
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news and investigative reports made through the RTI law have also been analyzed 

and gathered from the journalists and citizens who referred to them during the 

interviews.  

5.4. Sampling 

The sampling for this research was done with purposive techniques. Interviewees 

have been categorized and selected from those who are experienced in exercising 

the RTI law and have used the law for information. The following table shows the 

categories of respondents and their numbers. 

Table 2: Number and category of respondents 

 

 Category Respondent Number 

Demand Side Information seeker 

Citizens 13 

Journalists 9 

Supply side Information provider 

Designated officers in 

public authorities 

5 

Dispute 

resolution 

side 

RTI authority 

Officials of Information 

Commission 

5 

Total 32 

 

Initially, it was thought to visit the office of the Information Commission to collect 

the list of the applicants and choose respondents from them. However, because of 

the COVID-19 lockdown, respondents from the citizen category have been chosen 

from the list published in the annual reports of the Information Commission for 

2014, 2015 and 2016. The reason is that only for those years annual reports contain 

such a list. Snowballing samplings has been applied for the respondents from 

journalists, IC officials, and DO categories. Journalists and citizens have also been 

asked to provide examples of relevant published cases or investigative news articles 
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during the interviews. Those cases and news articles have been added to document 

analysis as secondary information. 

5.5. Data analysis 

The recorded interviews and detailed notes have been transcribed manually and 

stored on the researcher‟s computer, protected by a password. Some interviews 

were recorded on mobile phones where the respondent‟s consent was obtained. The 

researcher maintained the track record of each category of questionnaires. The data 

has been coded and indexed according to the conceptual framework and research 

questions. No specialized software has been used for the analysis of data because 

interviews were semi-structured. However, evidence has been grouped, labelled and 

entered in Microsoft Excel for analysis. Different color codes were used to 

differentiate the evidence collected from different categories of respondents. 

Though the manual data analysis process is time-consuming, the researcher has 

cross-checked evidence that has been entered into the computer to avoid errors. 

5.6. Validation of data 

Both empirical and secondary information have been cross-checked and validated. 

As there are three different types of questionnaires, the same questions were asked 

to a similar category of respondents and the same information was checked from 

different sources. Secondary data has been corroborated with other sources of 

information. As part of the respondent validation, the researcher has provided each 

research participant with an account of what she or he said in the interview (Bryman, 

2012, p.391).  

5.7. The strength of the research 

The research provides facts, empirical evidence and insights on the impact of the 

RTI law on corruption control in Bangladesh. This study aims to capture empirical 

evidence through a multi-pronged approach, including respondents from among 
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information seekers, information providers and officials from the RTI authority. 

Moreover, being an anti-corruption practitioner, the researcher gained a better 

understanding of corruption and the legal issues involved. The corruption and legal 

issues are reflected in the analysis of data. 

5.8. The limitation of the research 

Because of the limited amount of time and the lockdown restrictions imposed in the 

country due to COVID-19, the researcher was unable to interview a more significant 

number of respondents. Moreover, no specialized software was used to analyze data 

due to lack of financial support. It was also challenging to find facts and evidence 

regarding corruption issues because of the subject's sensitivity. The author is an 

anti-corruption official. Research on an anti-corruption matter made people 

suspicious, especially the designated officers at public authorities, which created 

difficulties in capturing the real data. To overcome these challenges, a rapport 

building strategy and additional phone calls have been made before conducting the 

actual interviews.  

5.9. Ethical considerations 

The IACA Master in Anti-Corruption Studies Program Academic Handbook 2018 has 

been reviewed, and the ethical issues were addressed accordingly. Moreover, as 

described by Bryman (2012), ethical issues in social research have been strictly 

followed. While conducting the interviews, the researcher introduced himself, 

mentioned the name of the course and the academic institution, and described the 

purpose of the research clearly to the respondents. The respondents were also 

asked whether they were willing to participate in the interview, and therefore the 

participation of informants in this study was voluntary.  

The respondents were also informed that their names and identities would be kept 

confidential, and consequently, no names are mentioned in this thesis. A consent 
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form was developed for the participants of this study (see Appendix 4). Initially, it 

was thought to give a consent form to the respondents and have a signed copy as 

proof of acceptance of participation in the research process. However, because of 

the COVID-19 conditions, the researcher read out the consent form to the 

respondents over the phone and got permission to proceed with the interview and 

record the entire conversation on a mobile device only for transcription. After 

communicating by phone, one journalist asked for the written consent form and the 

questionnaire through the mail. After that, he refused to participate in research. 

Additionally, two citizens declined to give interviews. 

Because the native language of both the researcher and the respondents is Bengali, 

the interviews and transcriptions were made in the local language. However, while 

analyzing the data, the researcher translated the information to English. The 

interview questionnaires provided in the Appendixes are the English translations of 

the Bengali language questionnaires used in the research.  
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6. A brief overview of the implementation of the RTI policy  

The legal framework concerning the RTI ensures the free flow of the information 

kept in public authorities and provides the power and function necessary for the 

oversight body to ensure the rights as specified in the law. Right after the enactment 

of the RTI Act, the Information Commission, an independent oversight body, was 

established on 1 July 2009 to carry out the purpose of the law. At present, the IC has 

a workforce of 64 people against its 76 approved positions (Information 

Commission, 2019, pp.120-23). In the initial years, the IC contributed to formulating 

statutes, developed an infrastructure, helped government authorities prepare to 

provide information against citizens‟ requests, and conducted awareness-building 

programs among the stakeholders (Ahsan et al., 2020). Every year, the Information 

Commission provides training on the RTI for designated officers, other government 

officials and journalists. In total, 38,210 persons have been trained on the RTI law 

by the Information Commission since its inception (Information Commission, 2019, 

p.27). 

Table 3: Number of trained persons 

Year Number of trained 

persons  

2010 152 

2011 2,094 

2012 2,067 

2013 4,287 

2014 7,601 

2015 2,613 

2016 5,920 

2017 8,820 

2018 4,656 

Total 38,210 

 

It is apparent from the statistics that the IC has trained a large number of officials, 

and the highest number of trainings was provided in 2017. In addition to the 

training arranged by the IC, some government training institutes included the RTI 
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law in their regular courses designed for government officials. However, research 

shows (World Bank, 2020, p.19) that only 40% of DOs became aware of the law 

despite a large number of trainings. This may be the result of the frequent transfer 

of the government employees.  

In the first year after establishing the IC, a record number of requests under the RTI 

Act have been received in different authorities. However, over the years, there has 

been an overall declining tendency in terms of citizens seeking information from 

public authorities. Compared with 2010, the number of requests has decreased by 

almost one third in 2018. The following graph shows the overall trend in seeking 

information since 2010 (Information Commission, 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014; 2015; 

2016; 2017; 2018; 2019). 

Figure 2: Number of requests made under the RTI law 

 

Though there is a decreasing tendency regarding the request for information made 

by citizens, the number of complaints about not getting information has been rising 

gradually. The Commission receives, inquires and disposes of complaints regarding 

non-appointment of DOs; refusals to accept a request; no information received 
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within the time frame or administrative silence; unreasonable fee for providing 

information; and incomplete, misleading or false information. The following graph 

demonstrates the numbers that have been considered against the received 

complaints (Information Commission, 2013; 2014; 2015; 2016; 2017; 2018, 2019).  

Figure 3: Year wise complaints received and considered by the IC 

 

The growing trend for both the number of complaints and the ratio to take 

cognizance of the complaints indicates that the IC is capable of hearing a growing 

number of complaints. However, the number of complaints that have not been 

considered is also significant. Between 2012 and 2018, 1015 complaints have not 

been taken for hearing by the IC. The following graph shows the year wise 

complaints not considered for hearing and therefore rejected (Information 

Commission, 2013; 2014; 2015; 2016; 2017; 2018, 2019).  
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Figure 4: Number of rejected complaints 

 

In 2012, more than half of the complaints were rejected by the IC, and in 2018, 

almost 40% of complaints were not considered. The most obvious reason for 

rejecting the complaints is faults in the procedure. In 2018, the top two reasons for 

not taking complaints to cognizance were faulty appeals and complaints lodged 

without following the appeal procedure (Information Commission, 2019, p.106) 

As per the provision of RTI law, the IC may exercise its power to take action against 

DOs for violation of the law. The following chart presents the number of punitive 

actions taken against DOs for violating the RTI law (Information Commission, 2019). 

Figure 5: Number of punitive actions 

 

Except for the year 2017, the overall number of punishments is very low compared 

to the complaints taken to cognizance. Between 2011 and 2015, in the initial 5 
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years of the IC, only nine sanctions were imposed. Though the year 2017 witnessed 

a significant number of sanctions for violation of the RTI, the number again dropped 

to only 10 against the 438 complaints taken for cognizance in 2018.  In addition, it 

also appears that the amount fixed in the law as the highest fine is very low.  

Some procedures under the RTI Act are complex and bureaucratic, while some 

provisions are user friendly. The RTI Act does not require the information seekers to 

give a reason for seeking information. Though a prescribed form is recommended to 

request information, the applicant can still submit his application on a piece of 

paper without any formalities (Right to Information Act 2009, s.8.3). Application in 

electronic form or through email is also acceptable. The law also specifies that the 

fee for getting a document should be reasonable. No authority can demand or 

charge the price that exceeds the actual expense for photocopying or printing (Right 

to Information Act 2009, s.9.7). The law has the provision that the designated 

officer shall provide assistance to handicapped persons to enable them to access 

such information (Right to Information Act 2009, s.9.10).  

Despite some positive aspects of the law, the RTI Act of Bangladesh does not allow 

lodging a request orally. However, India's Right to Information Act permits that an 

applicant can register an oral request. The Indian law provides that Public 

Information Officer shall render all reasonable assistance to the person making the 

request orally (The Right to Information Act 2005, s.6.1). Therefore, it appears that 

there is no accommodation in the RTI Act of Bangladesh for illiterate people who 

cannot write an application. One has to write an application addressed clearly to the 

designated officer, asking for specific and accurate information. The whole process 

points out that the RTI setup focuses on the traditional view of public administration 

where the bureaucrats are process-oriented instead of the modern view, which is 

result-oriented (Ahsan et al., 2020, p.11). 
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7. People’s empowerment, accountability and corruption control 

This chapter presents the findings from the primary sources, which cover mainly the 

one-on-one in-depth interviews with the information seekers, designated officers 

and Information Commission officials.  

7.1. Informants 

In this study, 22 information seekers were interviewed, including 9 journalists. 

Moreover, 5 designated officers at different government offices and 5 IC officials 

were also interviewed to understand the problems associated with providing 

information. Therefore the numbers of respondents are 32 altogether. The following 

table shows the general background of the interviewed information seekers.  

Table 4: Background of the information seekers interviewed 

Serial Age Occupation Education Number of 

requests 

Private/Public 

interest 

1.  65 Business and politics Bachelor More than 300 Both 

2.  52 Business Bachelor More than 200 Both 

3.  65 Retired government 

employee 

Bachelor More than 100 Public  

4.  51 Politician Bachelor More than 50 Public  

5.  56 Business Higher 

secondary 

10 Private 

6.  52 Government service Masters 10 Private  

7.  70 Politician Bachelor 8 Private 

8.  39 Business Masters 3 Private 

9.  28 Unemployed Higher 

secondary 

1 Private 

10.  59 Farmer Incomplete 

secondary  

1 Private  

11.  60 Business Bachelor 1 Private 

12.  50 Business Incomplete 

secondary  

1 Private 

13.  60 Suspended 

government employee 

No formal 

education 

1 Private 

14.  48 Journalist Bachelor More than 300 Both 

15.  37 Journalist Higher 

secondary 

More than 200 Public 

16.  32 Journalist Masters More than 100 Public 

17.  42 Journalist Masters More than 80 Public 
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18.  42 Journalist Bachelor More than 30 Public 

19.  51 Journalist Bachelor More than 30 Public 

20.  35 Journalist Bachelor More than 25 Public 

21.  32 Journalist Masters More than 20 Public 

22.  37 Journalist Masters 6 Public 

From the background of informants and the reasons for applying for information, it 

appears that the number of requests was minimal and specific for those who have 

applied to get information for a personal reason. It was also found in the study that 

people who have a lower educational background and demanded information for 

their private interest, made their application according to the suggestion of their 

lawyer. Most people who wanted information for private purposes have sought 

information to use it in legal proceedings or in sub judice cases. 

On the other hand, the number of applications is very high and diversified for those 

who applied for information for the public interest. It is also observed that, except 

the journalists, people who have demanded information for public interest are either 

politicians or activists. Moreover, the people in this category are highly educated. 

Similarly, almost all journalists have demanded information for public interest, and 

they aimed to write investigative articles and use the information in their reports. 

Additionally, 5 IC officers and 5 officials of different government agencies (DOs) 

have been interviewed to collect data as per the research questions. The background 

of those respondents is almost similar as they are public officials. Furthermore, as 

they are public officials, their identity might be revealed, if their background 

information is published in this thesis. 

7.2. Empowerment 

In order to assess whether the RTI Act has improved the empowerment process, it is 

critical to understand the motivation and patterns of the use of the RTI law by the 

citizens who have applied it. Thus, an empirical investigation has been conducted to 

find the extent to which the RTI Act empowers people. Accordingly, the following 
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questions were asked of both citizens and journalists to understand how effective 

the RTI Act is in empowering people: 

 Did they get all the information that was sought? 

 Have they applied to the Information Commission to intervene in their 

information seeking process, and what was the outcome? 

 Were they able to use information as initially planned? 

With these questions and answers, empirical evidence about the capacity to access 

the needed information and the capacity to process the received information by the 

information seekers has been examined and analyzed.  

7.2.1. Getting the information 

The findings with regards to the receiving of information are diverse. Most of the 

information was delivered against requests. Except for the journalists, among the 13 

persons from the general population, 4 claimed that they had not gotten all the 

information they sought. One person said that the requested information was 

related to a matter that is sub judice, and eventually, his request was denied. 

Another participant claimed that he submitted 10 requests, and some of the 

information was associated with law enforcement and intelligence. Therefore, he 

received partial information. One respondent did not receive information because of 

the procedural fault in the application process. He lodged a complaint with the IC, 

but the IC informed him over the phone that his complaint was not taken to 

cognizance, and he was advised to apply again for the information. However, he did 

not repeat his information request. 

One respondent‟s story was particularly revealing. He applied to the designated 

officer to get information about the owner and size of a particular parcel of land but 

was not provided with information. Then he filed a complaint with the IC. The IC 

then informed him that he did not appeal with the appellate authority, and for this 
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reason, his complaint was not taken to cognizance. He was further advised to apply 

again, following the procedure correctly. Considering the fact that he needed to 

apply and appeal again, and if denied, he would have to file a complaint with the IC, 

and if the IC took his complaint to cognizance, he would also have to travel to 

Dhaka for hearing from the remote place where he lives, he decided to pay a small 

bribe to the designated officer, which was a less costly way to get the information he 

asked for than the official path. He paid the bribe to the designated officer and 

instantly got the information he sought.  

Among the 9 journalists, 5 cited that they got all the requested information. 

However, 4 journalists had different experiences. One journalist said that in 

response to all of his requests, he was once denied by the IC on the ground that the 

requested information was not specific. The other three journalists claimed that, 

among all the requests, they did not get the information on a few occasions. The 

typical situation is that despite the IC ordering the respective designated officers to 

provide the information, no information was provided to the journalists. Those 

journalists explained that their aim was to make a report on a specific issue. Though 

the IC ordered to provide information, the designated officers did not provide it, and 

they did not pursue the information or did not make further complaints to the IC 

because it already took much time. The information was no longer necessary to 

them. One journalist shared that when he planned to make a media report, it already 

took 9 months and still, the designated officer did not provide the information. He 

was discouraged, and at the same time, the issue lost its importance.  

It is evident from the analysis that except for procedural faults or specific legal 

grounds, most of the information was provided against the requests. However, in a 

few cases, the information was not provided even after the order was passed by the 

IC. This finding is also supported by the survey conducted by the World Bank (2020, 
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pp.46-47) that even after a favourable verdict by the IC, 17 percent of complainants 

did not get the information from the designated officer. 

Though most respondents got the information, they thought that getting 

information was not always easy, and the process was not very smooth. It was found 

in the study that it can take more than 6-7 months to get information if there are 

several IC hearings involved. Nevertheless, this research finds that most of the 

applicants were provided with the information they sought. Except for delays and 

procedural complications, the RTI law accelerated the empowerment process by 

ensuring the rights specified in the law.  

7.2.2. Interventions by the IC and their outcomes 

According to the respondents, in most instances, they did not get the information 

directly from the designated officers. Most respondents also claimed that the appeal 

procedure is not very effective. There have been very few instances that the 

applicants got information after an appeal. In some cases, the respondents 

mentioned that though the appellate authority ordered the designated officer to 

provide information, the information was still not provided. Therefore, many 

respondents claimed that the appeal procedure is useless and it kills time. 

Nevertheless, the informants who used the RTI law frequently stated that the ratio to 

get information directly from the designated officer is increasing compared to the 

early days after the enactment of the RTI law in 2009.  

Both general citizens and journalists cited that the intervention of the IC is very 

effective. In many cases, the IC admonished the designated officers during the 

hearing. One journalist said a fine was imposed on the designated officer for not 

providing information. Except in a few cases, most of the verdicts by the IC went in 

favour of the complainant and therefore, they stated that they felt empowered by 

the decision of the IC. At the same time, some respondents claimed that if the 
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designated officer is from the civil service, especially from the Administration Cadre, 

the IC shows a soft face on them. This is because the general practice is that the 

Information Commissioners, including the Chief Information Commissioner, are 

appointed mostly from the civil service, and therefore, they have certain camaraderie 

towards their fellow civil servants. Some of the respondents also said that if the 

alleged government official is from administrative service, the IC asks them why they 

seek the information and what they will do with that information. However, the law 

does not allow such questions to be asked of the information seekers. Therefore, 

according to the respondent‟s statements, sometimes they were embarrassed during 

the hearing of their complaints. 

Except for some unfavorable experiences, in most cases, however, both the 

journalists and the citizens got their desired information after the intervention of the 

IC. Overall, the majority of the respondents claimed that they felt empowered when 

the IC delivered a decision in their favor. 

7.2.3. Information literacy 

One of the indicators of the empowerment process in this study is whether the 

demand for the information is fulfilled. All journalists said that they exercise the RTI 

law either to use this as a source of data in their report or to make an investigative 

article. Therefore, they all claimed that the RTI law is a powerful tool to get 

information. 

The general citizens that were interviewed in this research also said that the RTI law 

is an effective tool for information literacy. One respondent said that he is an activist 

and writer, and he uses the RTI law to gather information in order to use it in his 

articles. Another respondent, a retired government employee, mentioned that after 

his retirement, he involved himself in public welfare-related activities. Therefore, to 

know the latest situation on implementing of some public interest related policies 
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like measures taken by the concerned Ministry to prevent floods, dredging of rivers 

and canals, construction of village roads, etc., he applied the RTI law. Another 

respondent stated that he did not think about making the government accountable, 

he just wanted to have certain information. He exercised his right under the RTI law 

to learn more about the matter. 

Box 1: Information literacy 

 

7.2.4. Using information effectively 

The most significant indicator of the empowerment process in this study is using 

the information effectively and as planned initially. Accordingly, all participants from 

the information seekers category were asked how effectively they used the 

information they got. The findings for different groups of people are divergent.  

Using information by journalists 

Except in a few instances, most of the journalists interviewed in this research cited 

that they used the information as effectively as they initially thought. After receiving 

the information, they either made an investigation in their capacity or utilized the 

information in their reports. However, some journalists stated that in a few instances 

they were not able to use the information as originally planned. The reason was that 

they received the information after a long period of time after applying. At that 

„I had a fixed deposit of cash with a government authority. After maturity I did 

not get the interest as I expected. I asked the officer concerned to explain about 

the matter. But, he did not explain properly how the interest was calculated. 

Even after, asking their higher authority to explain the procedure of the 

calculation of interest, I did not get proper response. After failing to get the 

satisfactory explanation I decided to file an application under the RTI law. 

Accordingly, I applied to get the information. Initially, I was not provided with 

the information. Then I made an appeal. But the appeal authority did not do 

anything. Finally, after filing a complaint with the IC, the authority was ordered 

to provide the information I sought. After getting the information I found that 

their calculation was right. It satisfied my curiosity. I just wanted to know 

whether the calculation was correct or not.‟ 

- An information seeker interviewed on 25 August, 2020, Dhaka. 
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moment, the issue was no longer important or newsworthy, and they could not 

make use of the information as originally planned. 

It can be said that the lack of positive attitude of the public officials is one of the 

primary reasons for not providing information. Furthermore, the journalists 

mentioned that the relevant government agencies employ the strategy to make delay 

when such information might reflect negatively on the activities of the agencies. 

Using information for personal purposes 

Among the 13 general citizens interviewed, 9 said that their only intention was to 

get and use the information for their private purposes. Among those 9 people, 3 did 

not get the desired information, one received partial information, and the remaining 

5 got complete information. As a result, those who got the complete information 

claimed that they effectively used the information in their interest. Among the 5 

people who got the complete information, 3 used the information in legal 

proceedings to get a favorable verdict.  

One respondent mentioned that when he needed a certified copy of the record for a 

particular parcel of land, the authority informed him that the owner's name was 

deleted in the original record book. He was denied getting a photocopy of that 

record book‟s relevant page. Though anybody can get a certified copy of the land 

record without even invoking the RTI law, he applied to get an attested identical 

photocopy under the RTI law to understand how and in which way the forgery 

happened. After lodging a complaint with the IC, he got the information and used it 

before the competent court. 
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Box 2: Using the information in a criminal case 

 

Another respondent‟s story is revealing. He applied for a job included in the 

disability quota
2

 as he is physically challenged. However, when the results were 

published, he found out that he was not selected even though not all the posts were 

filled. He decided to get all the relevant information under the RTI law. With the 

intervention of the IC, he got the information and used it to file a writ petition in the 

High Court. The High Court ordered the concerned authority to appoint him, and his 

appointment procedure is in process.  

                                                           
2

 In the government recruitment process for some posts of certain grades, there are quotas 

for certain categories of applicants, including disabled persons.  

„I have a few pieces of land which I inherited from my father. As those properties 

were under my father‟s name and he has passed away, I decided to make a 

transition and wanted to make change in the record book of the government 

office. Meanwhile, some people have also claimed their ownership of those 

properties. I went to the office and they informed me that in the record book the 

name of the owner is deleted and therefore they refused to give me a copy. I had 

my father‟s original copy of the registered deed. Because some forgery and 

fraudulent activities happened, I planned to file a criminal case against the 

people who were claiming their ownership. Then I asked for an attested 

photocopy of the record book under the RTI Act so that I myself could 

understand, by comparing with my original deed, how and in what way the name 

was altered. Additionally, I thought to use the copy with my petition to the 

criminal court. With the intervention of the IC, I finally got the attested 

photocopy of the record and was able to compare where and how it was forged. 

Without the RTI law I might get a certified copy, but it would not be possible to 

get an identical attested copy of the record in which there was an evidence of 

forgery. I filed a criminal case and used that attested copy. The case is pending 

before the court.‟  

- An information seeker interviewed on 23 August, 2020, Dhaka. 
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Box 3: Using the information in a writ petition 

 

Using information for public interest 

Among the 13 general citizens interviewed, 4 mentioned that they sought 

information for the public interest. One respondent is a retired government 

employee, another person is a businessman, and the other two are politicians. These 

4 people stated that they applied to get information for the welfare of society. They 

mainly asked for information related to the government‟s social safety net programs 

and pro-people activities of the government. With this information, they educated 

people and made them aware of their rights. 

Box 4: Using information for public interest 

 

„I am physically challenged. I knew about the RTI law from an NGO which works 

for the welfare of disabled people. I have participated in a recruitment 

examination conducted by a government department and after passing the 

written test I also faced a viva test. Finally, 15 people from my district got jobs. 

However, I was not selected though some posts remained vacant. Then I decided 

to know through the RTI law whether any candidate under the disability quota 

was selected. I asked the respective designated officer to provide the 

information about the marks obtained by the selected candidates, what I got in 

the written and viva tests, and whether there was any candidate selected under 

the disability quota. I did not get the information and filed an appeal with the 

appellate authority. Getting no response, I filed a complaint with the IC. After 

the hearing, the IC ordered to provide the information and I eventually received 

it. After analyzing the information, I learned that against 19 vacant posts, they 

offered appointment for 15, and there was no one under the disability quota. I 

failed to convince the recruiting authority to be appointed even under the quota. 

Then I filed a writ petition in the High Court and after almost 3 years of legal 

fight the High Court ordered the authority to keep a percentage of posts to be 

preserved for the disable people and also ordered the authority to give me the 

appointment. The recruitment is still in process.‟ 

- An information seeker interviewed on 23 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

„On several occasions, I asked for information from the government office 

mostly related to pro poor program of the government like Food for Work, 

Vulnerable Group Feeding. My intention was to understand whether or not the 

actual poor were ultimately benefitted. As those programs were designed for the 

poor, I asked the eligible people of my community to go to the local government 

representative and to claim the benefit.‟ 

- An information seeker interviewed on 22 August, 2020, Dhaka. 
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„I am a wounded freedom fighter. I was once informed by someone that there 

was a government policy that the state-owned telecommunication company shall 

provide all wounded freedom fighters with a free telephone line, and the usage 

of that line up to 600 BDT would also be free. I asked that authority whether 

they installed any free telephone lines for the wounded freedom fighters under 

the RTI law. They told me that they did not know about the matter. Then they 

asked me to submit an application for a free telephone line and eventually 

installed a free telephone line for me. At the same time, I requested them to 

make a common circular for all wounded freedom fighters to apply for 

telephone lines if interested. I also informed some of my colleagues to apply.‟   

- An information seeker interviewed on 20 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

Activism 

One participant claimed that he is a politician and a freedom fighter
3

. He is also an 

activist. As the government has strong policies to provide facilities for the welfare of 

the freedom fighters, he applied the RTI law several times to know whether the 

authorities are following the government instructions or not. In addition, he 

encouraged his freedom fighter comrades to assert their rights provided by the 

government.  

Box 5: Using information by the activists 

 

7.2.5. The RTI law as a safeguard for journalists 

Some journalists mentioned that the RTI law is not only effective to get and use 

information, but also provides some safeguards for them. When there was no RTI 

law in place, journalists used to make reports by getting information from their 

sources, though they never disclosed who those sources were. They faced legal 

battles like defamation or lawsuits. Now the journalists say that they can mention 

and cite in their report that they received the information from the government 

authority under the RTI law, and thus they are more empowered. According to some 

journalists, the Digital Security Act, 2018 poses high risks for their safety as the 

provisions create an atmosphere of fear and intimidation for the investigative 

                                                           
3

 Freedom fighters, also termed as the Liberation Army, was a guerrilla force which fought 

against the Pakistan Army for independence during the Liberation War of Bangladesh in 

1971.  
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journalists. However, the journalists said that despite the provisions of the Digital 

Security Act, 2018, the RTI law provides indirect protection and therefore makes 

them more empowered. 

7.3. Accountability 

Accountability, in this research, refers to answerability towards the direction of 

citizens and the sanction. This implies that the government offices and public 

officials are accountable to the citizen. Accountability has been discussed in greater 

detail in section 4.3.  

To understand whether the RTI law is adequate to ensure accountability, the 

following questions were asked to the respondents from the information seekers 

category who have exercised the RTI law rights: 

 Has their action aimed at holding public authorities and public officials 

accountable? 

 Have they tried to scrutinize the government activities? How and what was the 

outcome? 

 To what extent the relevant public offices provide answers?  

 Have they taken any action in case of any violation? 

In addition to the information seekers, 5 respondents from the information provider 

category (designated officers) have been asked the following question: 

 Please explain how the RTI law can ensure accountability in public offices. 

Additionally, 5 IC officials have also been interviewed and asked to explain the 

following question: 

 How the RTI law can guaranty accountability.  

As accountability refers to both answerability and sanction, the collected data and 

empirical information were analyzed to demonstrate how the public officials were 

answerable, and how the government activities were examined, and whether citizens 
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were able to sanction public officials if they found any wrongdoings. The 

interviewees‟ answers provided the following information. 

7.3.1. Willing to make government accountable 

Among the 22 information seekers interviewed, 17 cited that they asked for 

information to make public officials accountable. Out of these 17 respondents, 8 

were general citizens, and the rests were journalists. This implies that all 9 

journalists had an intention to ensure accountability. Though some journalists said 

that this was not their primary aim (they wanted to make news primarily against the 

system or against certain persons), their reports created indirect pressure on public 

officials and eventually made them accountable. 

On the other hand, among the 13 respondents from the general citizen category, 8 

were willing to make the government accountable. Among those 8 people, 4 were 

businessmen, 2 were politicians, and 2 were government employees. Some wanted 

information to make public officials answerable for public interest, while some 

wanted it for personal reasons. 

Though all the journalists interviewed in this study, directly or indirectly, had the 

intention to hold government officials accountable, almost two-third of the 

participants (8 out of 13) from the general citizens' category had a similar intention. 

Those 8 citizens and 9 journalists were asked the follow-up questions which related 

to the concept of accountability.  

The journalists cited that because of their professional capacity, they are very aware 

of the RTI law. Normally, when they make a report for the public interest, they 

always try to highlight the responsibilities of the concerned authority. They further 

explained that as journalists, they know that their reports may create an impact on a 

large scale, even at the national level. Thus, a report or investigative news which is 

made by applying the RTI law has a significant influence to ensure accountability. 
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Conversely, the general citizens, who had the intention to ensure accountability, 

mentioned that they could examine the information and evaluate government 

activities. However, it often has little impact on establishing accountability since they 

cannot punish officials in case of any wrongdoing. 

Overall, it can be said that both journalists and citizens can use the RTI law with the 

intention to make public officials accountable. All journalists who participated in this 

research applied the RTI law in order to make the government accountable, whereas 

about two-thirds of the respondents from the general citizen category had a similar 

goal. 

7.3.2. Scrutinizing government activities and the outcome 

All the journalists interviewed in this research cited that they have examined 

government activities by using the RTI law on different occasions. However, few 

citizens in this study had the intention to scrutinize or inspect government 

performance.  

One journalist cited that, on different occasions, he applied the RTI law to verify 

government development work, procurement and tender processes. He mentioned 

one particular incident and said that he had source information that a serious 

irregularity was going on in a specific tender process, so he applied to get all 

relevant tender documents under the RTI law. After receiving the information, he 

verified whether all the stages in the tender process were followed according to the 

procurement rules and whether the notification was published in dailies. He found 

that although all the processes were followed, the tender notice was published in a 

limited edition of some unknown dailies, which is very suspicious. As he received 

the information, the authority became cautious, and they went for a new publication 

of the tender notice. Though he did not make any news, the entire process was 
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„Once I received source information that in a government procurement process 

the procuring office was trying to give the award to a particular contractor 

unlawfully. Then I applied to the concerned officer to provide the relevant 

documents including the specification of the work, tender notice, name and 

details of participants, the name of the newspaper and date on which the notice 

was published. When I was provided with the information, I found that the notice 

was published in a limited version of an unknown daily. As I am an investigative 

journalist, the authority became cautious and they decided to publish a fresh 

tender notice in a popular daily. Finally, I did not make news on that.‟  

- A journalist interviewed on 22 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

„There were too many brick fields in two Upazillas near Dhaka causing serious 

environmental harm. I applied under the RTI law to both the Department of 

Environment and to the Upazilla Nirbahi (executive) Office to provide the 

number of brick fields that have government permission and the number that 

are operating illegally in those two Upazillas. With the information I got, I did a 

field investigation. I found 261 brick fields are operating without permission in 

two Upazillas. When I finalized my report, I contacted the concerned officials of 

the Department of Environment and shared my findings. They told me that they 

would conduct an eviction drive very shortly. I published the news.‟  

- A journalist interviewed on 21 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

reviewed by him and, apparently, by the government agency, resulting in more 

transparency in the tender. 

Box 6: Reviewing tender process 

Another journalist had a remarkable experience. He cited that he had applied the RTI 

law almost 300 times. In many instances, he scrutinized government activities based 

on the information he received. Sometimes this scrutiny included the regulatory and 

law enforcement activity of the government. He mentioned in the interview the 

activity he conducted in an Upazilla. 

Box 7: Reviewing regulatory work of the government 

From the evidence, the RTI law is very functional to examine government 

performance. The findings also imply that the government officials are somewhat 

responsive when applying the RTI law.  
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7.3.3. Monitoring public service delivery 

According to the responses from both citizens and journalists, the RTI law is 

beneficial to monitor public service delivery to ensure accountability. Among the 8 

general citizens who tried to make public officials accountable, 3 cited that they 

exercised the RTI law to monitor government services. At the same time, all 

journalists mentioned that they had applied the law on different occasions for a 

similar purpose.  

One citizen, a local politician, said that he often uses the RTI law to observe the 

public service delivery for two purposes. Firstly, he verifies whether his supporters 

get the government aid and allowances adequately provided by the local 

government authorities of Union Parishad
4

. Secondly, he tried to find irregularities in 

a local government office when his political rivals were in power. 

Box 8: Monitoring public service delivery 

 

As citizens are direct beneficiaries of the public service delivery, they are interested 

in monitoring public service delivery. Thus, it has been found in the study that 

citizens used the RTI law to monitor public service delivery. 

                                                           
4

 Union Parishad is the lowest administrative unit of the government. 

„I am a politician. On several occasions, I asked for information from the 

government office mostly related to the social safety net program of the 

government, like the allowances for widows and elderly people. I got the list and 

verified whether people listed in the table were genuine and whether they were 

actually eligible for the benefit. I then asked people who I knew and who did not 

get any benefit but were eligible for the social safety net, to go to the elected 

representatives to claim the benefit from the government. If any irregularity is 

found in the list, I tell the people so that they themselves can protest.‟ 

- An information seeker interviewed on 22 August, 2020, Dhaka. 
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„I work for a national daily as a district correspondent. Once I asked the Project 

Implementation Officer of an Upazilla under my district to provide information 

related to the development work conducted under the Rural Infrastructure 

Development Project in the last fiscal year. When I got the information, I myself 

made field visit and inspection. I found many irregularities with the development 

work and I wrote a news article which was published in the newspaper.‟ 

- A Journalist interviewed on 29 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

7.3.4. Social audit 

Most journalists interviewed for this study cited that they have tried to audit the 

activities of local government over and over. In contrast, a few citizens interviewed 

in this research mentioned auditing government performances.  

One journalist cited that he once wanted to examine the development works under 

the Rural Infrastructure Development Project of a certain Upazilla. After getting the 

information, he visited and inspected almost all the sites mentioned in the project 

document. 

Box 9: Social audit  

It has been found in the study that both citizens and journalists can examine 

government performances. This kind of auditing may ensure accountability in public 

offices. 

7.3.5. Examining policy implementation 

Empirical evidence has been found in this research that the RTI law can be used to 

examine whether the government's policies are being implemented properly. Two 

citizens cited that they have applied the RTI law to know how the authorities are 

implementing specific policies while very few journalists used it with a similar 

purpose. 

One citizen mentioned that he once applied to an urban development authority of 

the government to get a list of the allottees to which housing land was allotted 

among different groups. I wanted to know whether the authority lawfully maintained 
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„Once the urban development authority of the government invited applications 

as it will distribute housing plots among people from different professions and 

groups of people, like government employees, journalists, freedom fighters, etc. 

The government fixed percentages for various professions and groups in the 

policy document. I applied for a plot as I belonged to a certain group. However, I 

did not get any plot. I also was not sure who have got plots from my group as 

none of my colleagues did. Then I filed a request under the RTI law with the 

authority to provide information regarding the list of allottees and who got a 

plot under which category. With the information, I found that the authority did 

not follow the policy properly. Then I filed a complaint with the concerned 

Ministry and learned that they formed a committee to investigate the matter.‟  

- An information seeker interviewed on 31 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

the percentages of quota for the different professions to allocate land as there is a 

government policy in this regard.  

Box 10: Examining policy implementation 

The empirical findings suggest that the citizens can use the RTI law to examine and 

inspect policy implementation. Examining policy implementation may lead to 

ensuring accountability.  

7.3.6. Accountability from the designated officer’s point of view 

Despite the empirical evidence suggesting that the RTI law effectively makes public 

officials accountable to the citizens, public officials, especially the designated 

officers, have different experiences. Three out of 5 designated officers interviewed 

in this research cited that, though the principle of the law is to empower people and 

to increase accountability, both ordinary citizens and journalists can use it with a 

mala fide intention. They further explained that local politicians and journalists from 

mostly the unknown media often come to their offices and demand information 

related to projects, procurement or development works. As it is highly unlikely to 

completely comply with all the criteria, the journalists find faults and then threaten 

them with making reports in newspapers if their demands (bribery, benefit) are not 

met. Thus, according to the opinion of some designated officers, the RTI law can be 

used to abuse public officials.  
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Though the public officials claimed that the RTI law can be used to extort them, 

however, this is not always true because public official‟s ultimate duty is to comply 

with all the government rules and fulfill all criteria. Therefore, it appears that those 

claims are intended to badmouth the process because they can be held accountable 

for their wrongdoing or inactivity. 

7.3.7. Effectiveness of the RTI law to ensure accountability 

Empirical evidence suggests that the RTI law is generally adequate to scrutinize the 

government performance, monitor and audit public service delivery, and examine 

policy implementation, which eventually ensures accountability. The most practical 

use of the RTI law in this regard has been found when the journalists make 

investigative reports. As a media report can create a real impact, this pressure 

makes the authorities accountable. Thus, the law is a strong tool to make 

answerable the government officials, which ensures accountability.  

7.4. Corruption control 

Empirical evidence has been gathered and analyzed to understand whether the RTI 

law can be used to fight public sector corruption. Both the journalists and citizens 

from the information seekers category were asked the following questions: 

 Did they have their purpose of finding corruption in government offices? 

 Have they detected any corruption or wrongdoing by applying the RTI law? 

 In case of detection of corruption, did they pursue any follow-up action in this 

regard?  

 Was there any administrative or criminal action after any corrupt incidence 

revealed?  

The respondents from the information provider category (designated officers) were 

asked the following question: 
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 Is there any corruption incidence(s) that has been revealed through the use of 

the RTI law during their tenure? 

The respondents from among the IC officials were asked the following question: 

 Has the IC ever exercised power to disclose information forcibly concerning 

any corruption incidence?  

The findings from all three groups of respondents suggest the following. 

7.4.1. Willingness to address corruption through the RTI law 

Among the total 22 information seekers, 14 respondents said that they intended to 

find corruption using the RTI law. Out of these 14 respondents, 9 were journalists, 

and 5 were general citizens. This implies that all the journalists wanted to detect 

and disclose corruption. On the other hand, only 5 general citizens out of 13 said 

they applied the RTI law because they wanted to find corruption or wrongdoings. All 

journalists claimed that they did not have any private interest as they tried to detect 

corruption. At the same time, 3 out of 5 general citizens said that they have their 

personal reasons to disclose corrupt incidences. The rest of the general citizens 

claimed that they had no private interest in detecting corruption but tried to reveal 

corruption because of the public interest.  

All the journalists mentioned that by using the RTI law, they wanted to investigate 

suspicious corrupt activities or allegations they received from their sources. 

Similarly, the general citizens that sought information for public interest wanted to 

unearth corrupt incidences for the welfare of the society. On the contrary, the 

general citizens who used the RTI law for personal reasons claimed that they were 

the victims of corruption and therefore wanted to discover and disclose the corrupt 

practices.  

Besides the information seekers, the IC officials interviewed in this study cited that 

on a few occasions, the IC suo moto called designated officers for hearing and 
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forcibly disclosed information concerning some news published about the corrupt 

practices in distributing allowances for poor, widows and elderly people. However, 

the designated officers interviewed in this study did not mention any corrupt 

incidences in their offices that were detected through the RTI law.  

It appears from the analysis that the RTI law can be exercised by both citizens and 

IC officials to address corruption. Citizens, as well as journalists, can submit a 

request to get information, while IC can forcibly disclose information from 

authorities.  

7.4.2. Detection of corruption 

Almost all information seekers and officials of the IC had an opinion that the 

effective use of the RTI law could detect and address corruption. The majority of the 

journalists who participated in this research claimed that they were able to detect 

corruption successfully, while three citizens also said that they detected corruption 

applying the RTI law.  

Additionally, the IC officials interviewed in this study mentioned that the IC can 

forcibly disclose information associated with corruption by exercising its powers. 

They further explained that on four such occasions, the IC applied its power and 

forced authorities to disclose information related to corrupt practices in allocating 

the resources for the poor under the social safety net program of the government. 

Upon finding the irregularities, the IC asked the concerned Departments to take 

administrative action. 

However, the designated officers interviewed in this study had a different opinion. 

They mentioned that though the RTI law empowers citizens, it can be used against 

public officials to harass them. They further explained that people, especially local 

politicians and journalists, can find trivial faults in their offices applying the RTI law 
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„I am a contractor. I supply goods to the government. On one occasion the 

evaluation committee of a particular tender opined that the lowest bidder should 

submit 20 percent extra security in the form of a bank guaranty, otherwise the 

award might be given to the second lowest bidder. I was the second lowest 

bidder. So I was in anticipation that if the lowest bidder does not submit the 

bank guaranty, I may get the contract. However, I was informed that the lowest 

bidder submitted the required bank guaranty and he is going to be awarded. I 

had source information that the bank guaranty might be fake. I asked the 

authority under the RTI law to provide a copy of that bank guaranty which I 

obtained, and I personally verified it with the bank and found it to be fake. I then 

informed the procuring authority about it and they cancelled the tendering 

process.‟ 

- An information seeker interviewed on 1 September, 2020, Dhaka.  

and may use such instances for extortion purposes. This argument has been 

discussed in Section 7.3.6. 

Regarding the detection of corruption, empirical findings are remarkable and 

diverse. It has been found that exercising the RTI law makes it possible for any 

individual to investigate any suspicion of corruption. Corruption identified and 

publicized by journalists may create a nationwide impact, while corruption detected 

by individuals has an impact mainly within the community. 

One general citizen cited that he once detected a corrupt incidence. As he is a 

government contractor, he participated in a tender. He did not get the award but 

learned that the lowest bidder submitted a fake bank guarantee, which was 

confirmed through the use of the RTI law. The contractor identified the corrupt 

incidence, informed the procuring entity and eventually the tender process was 

cancelled.  

Box 11: Detection of corruption by citizen 

According to the findings of this research, corruption has been identified mainly by 

journalists. One journalist mentioned that through investigative journalism, he once 

detected corruption in the government recruitment process. As per the rules, there 
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„I am a reporter of a national daily. I was informed by a source that some 

particular pieces of lands were bought and then sold again to the original owner 

within a few days, which is very suspicious. By buying a land someone gets a 

registered deed which indicates his permanent residency in that district. Since 

there is a district quota in the government recruitment and some posts against 

particular districts remain vacant, the applicants in collaboration with an 

organized group prepared a corrupt arrangement. Being from different districts, 

they bought land in another district which was again sold immediately. I did a 

field investigation and was informed by the local people that this fake 

arrangement has been done to get recruited in the government service. Then I 

applied to the concerned authority under the RTI law to get the list of people 

who were recruited against a particular post within a specific period of time. I 

was not provided with the information by the designated officer, not even after 

the appeal. With the intervention of the IC I got the list. I then inspected and 

randomly verified the list. There were 350 people mentioned in the list from 

some nearby villages, but I found only 3 were genuine. The addresses of 347 

persons did not exist as mentioned in the list. Finally, I found that almost a 

thousand people were recruited this way within a 3 years period. I published 

news on this.‟ 

- A journalist interviewed on 29 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

are percentages of quota to be preserved for every district in recruitment against 

some grades. A group of organized people made a corrupt arrangement, purchased 

some land in a particular district for every candidate and sold it to them 

immediately, so the candidates obtained the deeds and used them as proof of 

residency in that district. The calculation of the district quota is very complex and 

depends on the population and the number of people working at the same grade. 

Therefore, some posts remain vacant in some districts. By knowing this, the corrupt 

group made a fake arrangement to get recruited to the government service under 

the district quota though they never resided in that district.  

Box 12: Detection of corruption in recruitment 

 

The same journalists cited that he identified in his investigation that more than 10 

million BDT in taxes was evaded in an Upazilla Registry Office by unlawfully and 

fraudulently changing the class of land in the buying-selling registration.  
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„My source informed me that the government tax is being evaded by 

fraudulently altering the class of land in the buying-selling registration process 

as the rate of tax differs according to the type and class of land. I applied to the 

registration officer under the RTI law to provide a copy of alleged deeds. 

Simultaneously, I also applied to the land office to get the information related to 

the nature and type of same land. I obtained information from both 

departments. By doing field visits and comparing all information, I found that 

more than 10 million BDT in taxes was evaded through this process. The 

investigation strongly indicated that the registration officer in collaboration with 

the buying-selling parties deceitfully altered the type of land in registration and 

thus created opportunity to dodge tax. ‟   

- A journalist interviewed on 29 August, 2020, Dhaka.  

„I am a local correspondent of a newspaper. As a community member, I noticed 

that the repairing work of a rural road is very poor. I applied under the RTI law 

to get information on the detailed works about that repairing project which they 

do almost every year. I was provided with the information. I identified some 

substandard work which was inconsistent with the specification. I brought it to 

the attention of the authority. As I am a journalist, the authority became 

meticulous and in the next year I found that the quality of repairing work was 

satisfactory. I think the exercise of the RTI law prevented further corruption.‟ 

- A journalist interviewed on 30 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

Box 13: Detection of tax evasion  

 

The findings of this research demonstrate a strong relationship between the 

application of the RTI law and the identification of corruption. Empirical evidence 

also suggests that corruption can be effectively detected if the RTI law is exercised, 

followed by some investigation. 

7.4.3. Prevention of corruption 

It has also been found in the study that corruption was prevented because of the 

exercise of the RTI law. One journalist mentioned that he once applied the RTI law to 

get information related to some development work in a rural area of an Upazilla. As 

he found some poor quality works and published news on that, the authority 

became cautious, and the same problem was not repeated. Therefore, the 

application of the RTI law has an impact on the deterrence of corruption. 

Box 14: Prevention of corruption 
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„In order to do an investigation about some projects implemented by a district 

council office, I applied for information under the RTI law. After failing to get 

information from the designated officer as well as from the appeal, I lodged a 

complaint with the IC and eventually I got the information. After analyzing the 

information and field work, I found some non-existent projects against which 

money was withdrawn. This indicated that government money was 

misappropriated. I published the news. Later, I was informed that a corruption 

investigation was started by law enforcement.‟ 

- A journalist interviewed on 2 September, 2020, Dhaka.    

7.4.4. Formal investigation by law enforcement. 

As the RTI law exposes corruption in the public domain, incidences of corruption are 

attracted the attention of the law enforcement bodies, which led to formal 

investigations. One journalist informed that following the publication of a corruption 

scandal in a newspaper, the law enforcement authority started a formal investigation 

and finally filed a criminal case. The researcher confirmed this information by 

getting and reviewing a copy of this case from the law enforcement authority.  

Box 15: Formal investigation by law enforcement based on a news report 

 

Since corruption can be uncovered and publicized using the RTI law, this may lead to 

criminal prosecution. Thus, reporting corrupt practices through RTI law may be a 

source for law enforcement investigation.  

7.4.5. Proactive efforts against corruption 

The findings of this study also suggest that an individual can keep continuous 

efforts to fight against corruption by using the RTI law. Empirical evidence 

demonstrates that after detecting corruption in a particular office, the same person 

has filed another application with the higher authority of that office under the RTI 

law to get follow up information on that issue. One journalist mentioned that he 

once published investigative news. After that, he filled another application under the 

RTI law to know whether the authority was informed about the corrupt incidence and 

whether they took any action in this regard.  
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„When I identify a corrupt incidence under the RTI law, I publish the news. After 

a few days I again submit a request to the higher authority asking whether they 

are informed about the incident and whether they have taken any action in this 

regard. In most cases I did not get the response and I filled complaint with the 

IC. They appear for hearing and they commit to provide the information 

regarding the action they have taken. I think this effort keeps repeated pressure 

on them.‟ 

- A journalist interviewed on 30 August, 2020, Dhaka. 

Box 16: Proactive efforts to fight corruption 

 

It can be concluded that the RTI law can be used to keep repeated pressure on 

authorities to take initiatives against corruption. Therefore, this effort may lead to 

control corruption. 

7.4.6. Forcible disclosure of information by the IC 

The forcible disclosure of information by the IC on its motion has also led to the 

detection of corruption. According to the opinion of the IC officials interviewed in 

this research, the IC has taken suo moto allegation to cognizance and ordered the 

designated officers to disclose information that was pertaining to corruption and 

had been published in the newspaper. After disclosing such information, the IC has 

written to the concerned Department to take necessary action if any corrupt 

practices are found. Therefore, it can be said that by exercising power vested in the 

law, the IC can play a very significant role in the fight against corruption.  

However, empirical evidence found in this regard shows that the number of 

occasions when the IC practiced its power for suo moto and forcible disclosure is 

very low and insignificant compared with the everyday corruption scandals revealed 

in newspapers. Moreover, the IC has not exercised such power recently and the 

incidents described happened a long time ago. However, the IC can be a vital 

stakeholder in combating corruption if it forcibly discloses information associated 

with corruption scandals to the public. 
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7.4.7. Overall effectiveness of the RTI law to control corruption 

Empirical evidence found in this research suggests that the relationship between the 

application of the RTI law and the detection of corruption is very strong. Based on 

the findings of this study, it can be argued that the RTI law is very effective in 

identifying corruption. If corruption is identified by journalists and published in a 

newspaper, it may have a significant impact and even lead to law enforcement 

investigation and prosecution. On the other hand, ordinary citizens can also analyze 

information and detect corruption, although its impact is mainly limited to the 

community level.  

Empirical findings also indicate that apart from the efforts by citizens and 

journalists, the IC can play a significant role in fighting corruption by forcibly 

disclosing information related to malfeasance. However, it has been found in this 

research that the IC exercised the forcible disclosure provision only on a very few 

occasions, which is very insufficient.  

Moreover, among the 14 respondents who were willing to identify corruption, only 

one cited that information disclosure lead to a successful prosecution in a single 

instance. Two mentioned that corruption was not repeated after the information was 

disclosed. Most of the other corrupt incidents were limited to only identification or 

administrative action. Therefore, it might be argued that the RTI law is very strong 

tool to detect corruption by individuals. However, the law alone has more negligible 

effect on reducing or controlling corruption. 
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8. Results of the hypotheses and recommendations 

8.1. Answers to the research questions 

According to the research objective, this study aimed to investigate five questions. 

They are listed below, along with the answers. 

1. Can the RTI Act empower citizens? If yes, how? 

The findings of this research suggest that the RTI law effectively empowers citizens. 

People can exercise their rights by applying the RTI law to get the information they 

need, including documents, attested or identical copies. The Information 

Commission plays a very significant role and intervenes in the information-seeking 

process if the right is violated. Additionally, people can use the information and 

documents for any purpose including private and public interests. Empirical findings 

show that the information obtained under the RTI law was used in criminal cases, 

civil proceedings, writ petitions, investigative journalism, activism, and this law 

provides safeguards for journalists. According to the findings, the information 

obtained through the RTI law empowers the information seekers. In many instances, 

it would not have been possible to get the required information if there was no RTI 

law in place.  

2. How effective is the RTI Act in establishing accountability? Can the 

government activities be scrutinized through the use of the RTI? 

The results indicate that the application of the RTI law can ensure partial 

accountability. This research adopted both answerability and sanction as the 

components of the concept of accountability. Thus, it can be said that the RTI law is 

somewhat effective to hold public officials answerable to citizens. This study 

demonstrates that the RTI law can also be used to scrutinize government 
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performance, monitor public service delivery, examine policy implementation, and 

social audit.  

3. Does the RTI law have any impact on fighting corruption in Bangladesh? If so, 

why and how? 

The findings show that the RTI law can be very potent to detect and address public 

sector corruption. The detection of corruption through access to information may 

create a significant follow-up impact when corruption is identified and publicized by 

journalists. However, ordinary citizens can also detect corruption by applying the 

RTI law, though the impact is more limited. The forcible disclosure of information by 

the Information Commission can also address corruption. The empirical evidence 

suggests that identification and publicizing corrupt incidents may lead to criminal 

investigations and prosecution by law enforcement. However, the RTI law alone 

cannot control or reduce corruption. A holistic approach, harmonized with other 

policies, can effectively tackle corruption. Overall, it can be said that the RTI law is 

generally effective in detecting corruption. 

4. How powerful the RTI enforcement authority is in implementing the RTI law, 

particularly in imposing sanctions for violations of the RTI Act? 

The RTI law empowers the Information Commission to impose fines against 

designated officers of public authorities if they do not provide information that is 

deliverable as per the law or provide wrong, incomplete, confusing or distorted 

information. Additionally, the IC can recommend the concerned authority to take any 

administrative action against the designated officers if they impede getting 

information by the citizens. However, empirical evidence shows that the number of 

sanctions imposed by the IC is extremely low compared to the number of 

complaints received. Therefore it can be said that the IC is not exercising its power 

entirely with regards to imposing sanctions for violations of the RTI law. 
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5. What measures need to be taken to make the RTI Act and the RTI oversight 

authority more effective in achieving their goals, including reducing corruption?  

Regarding reducing corruption, it was opined by almost all of the IC officials and 

information seekers that the stringent sanction policy can create a culture of healthy 

fear so that the designated officers will avoid violating the RTI law. In addition, 

awareness and proper training should be provided to DOs on a regular basis. As 

forcible disclosure of information may lead to exposing corruption, the IC should 

proactively inspect and disclose information based on relevant media publications. 

8.2. Result of the hypotheses 

This study intended to find whether the RTI law has any impact on controlling 

corruption. Accordingly, hypotheses have been developed to test against the 

empirical evidence collected in this study.  

The results of the hypothesis are presented below. 

H
0

: The RTI Act and the RTI oversight authority are neutral/have no impact on 

controlling corruption. 

The empirical evidence rejects this hypothesis. Evidence shows the substantial 

impact of the RTI law on corruption control. Although corruption cannot be 

controlled or reduced by the RTI law alone, it can be effectively identified by using 

the RTI law.  

H
1

: The RTI law and the RTI oversight authority have a positive effect on 

controlling corruption by empowering people and establishing accountability. 

The RTI law and the RTI enforcing authority (the Information Commission) have a 

strong and positive effect on corruption control, and the study confirms this 

hypothesis. 
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Almost all the information seekers confirmed that the RTI law empowers them. They 

used and processed information both for private and public reasons. Moreover, both 

the journalists and citizens interviewed in this study confirmed that government 

activities could be scrutinized, and public officials could be made answerable by 

exercising the RTI law.  

However, regarding the concept of accountability, the information seekers cannot 

punish public officials if there is any wrongdoing. Thus, the RTI law ensures partial 

accountability.  

The RTI enforcing authority can also play a significant role in addressing corruption 

by forcibly disclosing information related to suspicious news published in the media. 

There is also follow up actions, including criminal investigations by law enforcement 

if a corruption incident is identified and publicized by journalists.  

H
2

: The RTI Act and the RTI enforcing authority have a negative effect on 

controlling corruption by increasing its level. 

No finding supports this hypothesis. Empirical evidence in this regard confirms that 

the RTI law and the RTI enforcing authority can have a significant positive impact on 

the control of corruption.  

8.3. Recommendations 

The following recommendations are suggested to achieve the goals of the RTI law, 

especially corruption control.  

Reinforce forcible disclosure by the Information Commission 

The IC should be proactive in escalating the forcible disclosure of public-interest-

related information connected with corruption suspicions and that finds a place in 

the media. This forcible disclosure will have an impact on corruption control from 

two perspectives. Firstly, people will be able to analyze the information, and 
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secondly, the public authority will be aware of the fact that more information is in 

the public domain, which will eventually help prevent corruption.  

Develop a stringent policy for violations of the RTI law 

According to the provision of the RTI law, the Information Commission can impose a 

fine of a maximum of 5000 BDT (approximately 60 USD) on designated officers for 

violations of the RTI law, which is very low. Additionally, though there are frequent 

violations of the RTI law by the DOs, the IC issues very few sanctions. Therefore, it 

appears that the IC should develop a stringent policy to hold DOs responsible for 

compliance with the RTI law. 

Develop a clear policy for appointing designated officers 

Though the law clearly specifies that every authority must appoint a DO in each of 

its units, there are no specific guidelines on how it should be done and officer of 

which rank should be appointed as DO. This creates problems in practice and 

reduces the effectiveness of the RTI law. The IC should formulate a clear and specific 

guideline to appoint DOs by the authorities. 

Awareness building  

The IC should proactively publicize the scope of the RTI law among citizens so that 

they can apply this law when needed. Similarly, all the DOs must be briefed by the IC 

on the purpose of the law, its effective implementation and consequences of 

violation.  

Legal persons should exercise the right to information 

The law allows only citizens to exercise the right. Law should be updated to 

incorporate a provision that would allow legal persons to exercise the right specified 

in the RTI law. This provision will let the human rights organizations, NGOs, and 

media exercise the right to access to information.  
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Create a positive mindset among the public authorities 

The bureaucratic mindset should be changed through motivation, and public 

officials should be sensitized frequently about the law. Politicians, including the 

Ministers and the parliamentarians, should proactively and consistently keep 

unequivocal support for the RTI agenda to encourage the bureaucrats.  

Create more demand from citizens for information 

Civil society, NGOs, and the media should make people aware of their rights and 

help create demand for information from citizens. 

Voluntarily disclose of public interest related information by the authorities 

The IC should ensure that the authorities disclose public interest-related information 

on their websites. The IC should inspect and monitor whether the authorities publish 

information proactively or not.  

Include public interest override clause in the law 

As some information is exempted from the RTI law for reasons of national security, 

foreign policy, law enforcement, judicial process; „public interest override‟ or the 

„harm test‟ provision should be incorporated in the law to allow disclosure of 

information if it is unlikely to cause any harm to any protected interest. 

Include political parties as information providing authority 

Only public bodies, private organizations run on government or foreign funds, and 

organizations that undertake public functions are considered information-providing 

authorities. However, the political parties are not regarded as an authority in the 

law. The law should declare the political parties as information providing authority. 

Thus, people will be able to inspect the income and expenditure, ensuring the 

financial transparency of political parties.  
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Office of the IC at divisional level  

The IC has its only office - the headquarters - in Dhaka, the capital city. Therefore, 

citizens have to travel to Dhaka from their (often remote) places of residence to 

participate in hearings. This problem also discourages citizens from filing 

complaints. The IC should have its offices at each of the eight Divisional Cities. 

Problems that may be encountered in implementing recommendations 

The limited government resource is one of the significant barriers to effectively 

implementing the law. Implementing effective processes to archive and extract 

information in every public authority will take substantial resources. Shifting the 

bureaucratic mind from the culture of secrecy to disclosing the information publicly 

is also challenging. Supremacy of the retired civil servants in the IC also makes it 

challenging to ensure imposing sanctions against their former colleagues for 

violation. The tradition of appointing civil servants as Information Commissioners 

rather than the experts in human rights or those with a legal background is another 

problem for IC for advancing the RTI agenda.  
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9. Conclusion 

The primary objective of this research was to determine the extent to which the RTI 

law impacts empowering people, increasing accountability and controlling 

corruption. Empirical data was collected mostly from information seekers and the 

designated officers of the public authorities who are responsible for providing 

information and the Information Commission officials. Secondary sources like the 

RTI policy, annual reports of the IC and news articles referred to by the journalists 

and citizens have also been reviewed.  

Empirical evidence indicates that RTI law creates the platform for getting 

information as well as the documents, attested copies and identical copies, which 

can be used for a variety of purposes. These include public interest and private 

reasons like civil and criminal proceedings, writ petitions, activism, report writing 

and journalism.  

Research demonstrates that the RTI law can guarantee partial accountability by 

holding public officials answerable to the people. Additionally, with access to the 

information and documents, it is possible to monitor public service delivery, inspect 

and audit government activities, and examine the policy implementation.  

The research also confirms that by analyzing information and examining documents 

or places, public sector corruption can be identified through the use of the RTI law. 

When journalists identify and publicise corruption, it has a follow-up impact on a 

larger scale than when it is identified by ordinary citizens. The study also suggests 

that detecting and publicizing corruption can attract law enforcement agencies, 

which may eventually start a criminal investigation and prosecution. 

From this study, we have also learned that intervention of the IC is effective in the 

information-seeking process by citizens, which empowers people and makes public 

officials answerable. Empirical evidence also suggests that though the IC is well 
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authorised to issue sanctions, it exercises this right very seldomly despite a 

considerable number of violations and citizen complaints. The study also finds that 

the RTI law can protect journalists from lawsuits as they use an official source of 

information. Moreover, some kind of information would not have been possible to 

receive if there was no RTI law in place.  

Findings suggest that, apart from obtaining information by citizens and journalists, 

the forcible disclosure of information by the IC can also identify corruption. But, 

despite the RTI law having the potential to address corruption, it cannot be 

controlled or reduced by the RTI law alone. Therefore, an all-inclusive approach, 

coordinated with other policies, can be effective to address corruption.  

Further research on a broader scale should be conducted to identify to what extent 

the forcible disclosure of information by the oversight authority for public inspection 

can ensure transparent government as well as what changes may be implemented to 

improve the effectiveness of the RTI Act and the Information Commission. 
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Appendixes 

 

Appendix 1: Questionnaire for information seekers 

(citizens and journalists) 

 

Serial Questions Notes 

General questions 

1.  Please tell us about your age, educational 

background and occupation. 

 

2.  How many times have you used the RTI law 

for information? What were the 

circumstances? Please explain. 

 

3.  What kind of information you asked for? 

Was it in pursuit of the private or public 

interest? Please describe.  

 

Empowerment 

4.  Did you get all the information that you 

sought? 

 

5.  Have you applied to the Information 

Commission (IC) to intervene in your 

information-seeking process? What was 

your experience with the IC? If it did 

intervene, were you able to get the 

information you sought? What is your 

overall impression of dealing with the IC? 

 

6.  If you got the information, were you able 

to use it as initially planned? What was the 

outcome? 
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Accountability 

7.  Has your action aimed at holding public 

authorities and public officials 

accountable? Please explain.  

 

8.  Have you tried to scrutinize the 

government activities? How and what was 

the outcome? 

 

9.  To what extent the relevant public offices 

were answerable? 

 

10.  Have they taken any action in case of any 

violation? 

 

Corruption control 

11.  Did you have your purpose of finding 

corruption in government offices? 

 

12.  Did you detect any corruption or 

wrongdoing by applying RTI law? Was there 

any follow up action in this regard? 

 

13.  In your experience was there any 

administrative or criminal action after any 

corrupt incidence revealed?  

 

Feedback 

14.  Do you have any other comments or 

suggestions with regard to what we have 

been discussing? 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire for information providers 

(designated officers at public authorities) 

 

Serial Questions Notes 

General questions 

1.  How long have you been performing your 

duties as a Designated officer to provide 

information to applicants under the RTI 

law?  

 

2.  Have you received any training regarding 

the application of the RTI law? How much 

training have you received? How long 

ago? Is this training sufficient for you to 

discharge your duties effectively and 

efficiently? Why or why not? 

 

3.  In your view, why do citizens ask 

government authorities for information? 

What kind of information do citizens 

typically seek? 

 

4.  Do citizens primarily seek information 

related to private interest or public 

interest? What is the approximate 

percentage of both? 

 

The RTI regime 

5.  What are the main difficulties you 

experience in carrying out your duties as 

a designated officer in providing 

information to citizens generally? Please 

explain. 
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Empowerment 

6.  Can the RTI law empower citizens? How?  

Accountability 

7.  Is it possible for an ordinary citizen to 

scrutinize the activities of public 

authorities or hold public officials 

accountable under the provisions of the 

RTI law? How? 

 

Corruption control 

8.  Is there any corruption incidence(s) 

revealed through the use of the RTI law 

during your tenure as a designated 

officer? Can you share the details? What 

were the consequences? Can you think of 

any other case related to the disclosure 

of corruption in this office through the 

use of the RTI law? 

 

Feedback 

9.  Do you have any suggestions regarding 

achieving the goals of the RTI law? Please 

describe. 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for officials of the Information Commission 

 

Serial Questions Notes 

General questions 

1.  

How long have you been serving at the 

Information Commission (IC)? How much 

training have you received? When did you 

have the last training? Do you consider the 

training adequate? Why or why not? 

 

RTI regime 

2.  Has the IC ever exercised the provision of the 

law, which allows the IC to order the 

disclosure of information on its motion? [For 

example, when there is a widely publicized 

public perception of a particular corrupt act] 

 

3.  Can you give any examples of when, after a 

citizen complained with the IC, it issued an 

order to provide the information and 

subsequently, corruption or other similar 

wrongdoings were identified? 

 

4.  What measures need to be taken to make the 

RTI Act and the Information Commission 

more effective in achieving their goals, 

including people‟s empowerment, 

accountability and corruption control?  

 

Empowerment 

5.  Can the RTI Act empower citizens? How? Can 

you think of an example or two when it 
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happened? 

Accountability 

6.  Can accountability be ensured through the 

RTI Act? How? Please provide some examples. 

 

Corruption control 

7.  Does the RTI law have an impact on fighting 

corruption? What kind of impact? Can you 

provide some examples? 

 

Feedback 

8.  Do you have any further comments or 

suggestions? 
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Appendix 4: Consent form to participate in research 

 

Interviewee consent form 

You are invited to participate in a research conducted by me, A S M Sajjad Hossain, a 

student in the Master in Anti-Corruption Studies program at the International Anti-

Corruption Academy (IACA), Austria. This research is part of the requirement of 

submitting a thesis to obtain a Master‟s degree.  

This research aims to collect information to understand the impact of the Right to 

Information Act on corruption control in Bangladesh. Your participation is strictly 

voluntary. At any point, you have the right to refuse to answer any question. You 

also have the right to withdraw from the research at any time without any 

consequences.  

The interview will last approximately 45 to 60 minutes, and about 30 persons will be 

interviewed throughout the research. Your name and identity will remain completely 

confidential, and the information you give will be analyzed and presented summarily 

in the thesis without mentioning your name and identity.  

If you give permission to record the entire interview, I will choose the recording 

option on my phone. Otherwise, the information and notes will be written on paper. 

If you allow the recording, the recorded interview will be deleted entirely from the 

device once the research is complete. If I make notes on paper, these notes will be 

destroyed once I transcribe them on my PC.  

If you have any questions or comments, you can reach me any time at 

+8801719061309. If you agree to proceed, I can start the interview now, and if 

allowed, I can also start the recording.  
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